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Welcome

Board
Members

from the Banksia
Foundation Board
From bushfires to the COVID-19 pandemic,
Banksia provides an inspirational lens through
which to view an extraordinary year. We at Banksia
hope that you are resilient in these unprecedented
times and are finding the strength, support and
courage to move forward.
What a year we have had. Ending 2019 with the
bushfires devasting so many people and such huge
loss of wildlife, this was just unimaginable. Then
the impact of COVID-19 sent fear and uncertainty,
not only across Australia but the whole world.
What started as a health crisis rapidly became
an economic, social, cultural and scientific crisis.
Ultimately what we are faced with is, how can
Australia learn from this and increase our capacity
for much more needed innovation and change?
2020 illustrated how we are all globally connected
through the shared problem of the pandemic.
In light of this, we now have to consider, how are
we as members of this responsible global
community, going to ensure that our little section
of the world contributes in the right and impactful
way into the future?
We have been advocating leadership and innovation
over 32 years which now spans across the 17 pillars
of sustainability and the SDGs. Our entrants, finalists
and winners are all catalysts for positive, productive,
possible acceleration for the change we need.
Whether it be climate change, species extinction,
need for waste reduction, or simply being kinder and
fairer to each other. COVID-19 has taught us lessons
that we cannot forget and has helped us look at how
we can prevent further disasters from happening.
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This year we saw a huge increase in small business
award entries. This was particularly exciting for
us and our long-term sponsors of this category,
Australia Post. We are very proud to have launched
the second edition of our White Paper on “Small
Business and Sustainability in a COVID-19 World” in
collaboration with Australia Post. The report provides
a 10-step roadmap to help business owners improve
their approach to sustainability. It also assists small
businesses in creating new business value by doing
their part to advance the UN SDGs, the global
blueprint for regeneration.
The differentiation of the Banksia Sustainability
Awards is our diversity, seeking out and rewarding
community, government, NFPs, academia, right
through to small, medium and large businesses.
We pride ourselves on being able to bring all these
different sectors together and show the rest of
Australia how effective thinking and action can be
brought about. The tenacity, passion and dedication
of our finalists and winners is a real indication that
we can build a better world post COVID-19.
This edition of Australia’s Sustainability Success
Stories is a testament to our endeavour,
determination and our never say die attitude. More
than ever, we need to promote and showcase what is
being done to provide inspiration and show how we,
as a nation can battle any disaster that comes our
way. The finalists and winners in this 32nd year of the
Banksia Sustainability Awards are exactly who we can
learn from and be encouraged by.

Grazyna van
Egmond

Sawsan
Howard

Richard
Evans

Rick
Finlay

CEO

Chair

Deputy Chair

Treasurer

Susie
Bayes

Andrew
Petersen

Mark
Peterson

Howard
Wigham

The Banksia Board would like to congratulate our
finalists and especially commend the winners of this
year’s awards – a year that will not be forgotten
for years to come.
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Minister’s
Award for the
Environment
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The Minister’s Award for the
Environment is proudly sponsored by:

MINISTER’S AWARD
FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

AUSTRALIA'S SUSTAINABILITY
SUCCESS STORIES

eWater Systems - Hygiene That
Doesn’t Cost The Earth

It does this by moving production
away from carbon heavy factories
and supply chains to an innovative
technology installed on site like
having your own ‘mini’ factory.

eWater Systems Pty Ltd, VIC

eWater avoids the wasteful
supply chain of synthetic chemical
production including the discarded
toxic waste water and plastic
packaging. Electrolysed Water
is accepted by the Therapeutic
Goods Administration as a hard
surface disinfectant effective against
COVID-19, US FDA and EPA,
Japanese Ministry of Health, NHS
UK, WELL International and HACCP,
AQIS, Australian Organics / USA.

eWater Sustainable Hygiene
Solutions are produced by applying
an electrical charge to a mixture of
ordinary tap water and salt. Known
as electrolysis, this process splits the
salt & water mixture creating two
highly effective and remarkably safe
solutions on opposing ends of the
pH scale: Sodium Hydroxide
for highly efficient cleaning and
degreasing and Hypochlorous Acid
for powerful antimicrobial disinfecting
and sanitising.

2020

Internationally known for
commercialising electrolysed water
products in commercial settings
with now over 600 installations in
Australia such as the Opera House,
Taronga Zoo, Sydney Convention
Centre, CBA, MCG, Rockpool &
Burger Projects, childcare, Aged care,
Hospitals and many other iconic sites,
this sustainable hygiene technology
is transforming how businesses buy,
use and dispose of cleaning and
sanitation products.

eWater is non-toxic, leaves behind
no waste and does no harm to the
environment or people. It is an
elegant circular economy solution
that designs out waste & keeps
clean water in use.

“

We couldn’t see our
business operating
without eWater.

”

Neil Perry, AM Culinary
& Brands Director of the
ROCKPOOL DINING GROUP

Other benefits include:
•
•
•

Hygiene is the cornerstone of modern society which
increasingly comes at a heavy environmental cost.
The UN has declared the rise of chemicals to be an
urgent environmental issue that is critical to achievement
of the SDG’s. The global chemical industry exceeded
AUD$7 trillion in 2017 with consumption and production
projected to double by 2030. Hygiene is not as clean
as it looks.

eWater Systems reimagines modern
hygiene with disruptive sustainable
technology enabling business to make
safe, natural and highly effective
cleaning, disinfecting and sanitising
solutions, on site and on demand.

•
•

eWater Systems are winners of the Victorian
Premiers Recognition Award and Premiers
Award for The Most Innovative Product as
well as winners of Fine Food and Food
and Beverage Awards.
We are proudly an accredited Benefit
Corporation and 3 times winner of B Corp
Best for the World - Environment
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•
•
•
•
•

Cost savings for up to 95% for 		
chemicals replaced
Replacement of up to 80% of 		
synthetic chemicals per site
Replaced over 83,706,480 		
litres of packaged chemicals 		
to date
Replaced approximately 111 		
million plastic spray bottles
Providing cost saving of over 		
$8m for our customers
Sanitiser proven to extend shelf
life of fresh produce
Biodegradable and grey water 		
recycling safe
Reusable consumables
No negative impact on human 		
health or skin
Fragrance free, colourant free, 		
synthetic chemical free good 		
for business, good for people 		
and good for the environment.
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MINISTER’S AWARD
FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

AUSTRALIA'S SUSTAINABILITY
SUCCESS STORIES

WINNER
2020

Resource Recovery Partnerships:
The Foundations of a Circular Economy

2020

Together Officeworks and WBGS are
literally taking (potential waste) and
giving it a new lift that is distributed
across the entire community.

World’s Biggest Garage Sale in partnership with Officeworks, QLD

As a part of their sustainability
and community strategy, Positive
Difference Plan 2025, which
sets commitments to reduce the
company’s environmental impact,
they were looking for solutions that
would enable their team to divert
these products from landfill.
It has been a perfect fit with World’s
Biggest Garage Sale, whose mission
is to activate the circular economy
and dormant goods for good as a
way to make purposeful profit that
creates a positive impact on people
and the planet.
To date, WBGS has delivered:

$2.2 million

of social value to the global
economy by diverting

World’s Biggest Garage Sale and
Officeworks have formed a strong
partnership which sees returned and
imperfect products from Officeworks
taken through a resource recovery
process of repairing and repurposing,
thereby transforming waste into
saleable products.

This is part of Officeworks journey to become a zero-waste
business. Officeworks are committed to selling quality
home and office furniture, but inevitably there is a small
amount that may be unfit for sale due to damage incurred
whilst in transit that would typically need to be disposed
of in the landfill bin.

4.3

million
kgs

of potential landfill
which has also
preserved close to

1 billion litres
of water
and prevented

594 CO2
thousand
kgs of

from entering Earth's atmosphere
through the decreased demand on
our natural resources that production
and consumption requires.
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The partnership between Officeworks
and WBGS has taken product
stewardship and resource recovery
to the next level, it uniquely
demonstrates how major national
retailers can partner with small social
enterprises to mutually benefit both
stakeholders while deepening each
business’ connection to the local
community, and giving them the
power to create even greater change
and impact for the circular economy
and Sustainable Development Goals.
As Market Makers, WBGS are doing
the “hard stuff”, activating dormant
goods long before they go to landfill
and also seeing the value in what
others typically consider waste and
demonstrating there is a consumer
market ready for this.

This partnership is ground-breaking
in its dynamic, goals and the broader
impact it has created. In addition
to diverting potential landfill,
revolutionising people’s relationship
with stuff, and having positive
social and environmental impact,
the partnership and support of
Officeworks has helped WBGS grow.
As a result the business has created
job opportunities for marginalised
and vulnerable Australians. 50%
of WBGS’ workforce is now made
up of vulnerable Australians. This
gives vulnerable members of our
community the chance to upskill, feel
valued and like they belong to a part
of a movement.
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Banksia
Research &
Academia
Award
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BANKSIA RESEARCH &
ACADEMIA AWARD

AUSTRALIA'S SUSTAINABILITY
SUCCESS STORIES

2020

WINNER
2020

Placemaking Sandbox
The University of Melbourne and The Place Agency Consortium, VIC

The program has touched many of the Sustainable
Development Goals through its connection to
knowledge sharing, education, cities, places,
supporting innovation, connecting to water, land,
ecosystems, etc.

We have connected with over

These teaching resources are a world-first
Placemaking educational program its aim is to
contribute to placemaking practice by providing a
common approach to understanding concepts such
as economics, engagement, governance, evaluation,
digital activation, community and critically, nature
and First Nation’s aspects of place.

developed
over

5000 1000
People

20

projects in
Australia

Placemakers

900

Students

and shared our
placemaking teaching
resources developed with

7 universities

Led by University of Melbourne and in collaboration with six universities
and 14 industry partners, the program is proud of the following five key
outcomes and their enduring legacies:

Place Agency is an award-winning,
innovative Placemaking knowledge
sharing platform supporting
industry, students, communities
and governments to shape better
cities connecting people to nature
and country.
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1. The creation of a national
tertiay education, open access
set of teaching resources, two
book publications, Placemaking
Fundamentals and Placemaking
Sandbox, and several journal paper
publications, and presentation in
several conferences to report the
project outcomes to the wider
discipline and community significantly
contributing to the Placemaking
theory and practice discourse,
creating a common language and
understanding of the importance of
people's agency in placemaking.
A TEACHING GUIDE assists
interested placemakers and educators
of placemaking to adopt and
implement a placemaking course. An
industry-focussed shorter pragmatic
delivery of these 12 modules is also
in the pipeline.
2. Empowering more than 1,000
future placemakers with the
necessary technical expertise through
the 50+ events and trainings delivered
in the program, including nine Place
summits and two Place Weeks, four
Rating Place workshops, multiple
celebrations of students’ works,
and delivering 14 training events in
national and international setting.

3. Delivering 29 Placemaking
Sandbox studios (teaching through
a real project) and 2 subject
intensives, educating 942 students,
delivering 20 projects benefitting
at least 20 different communities.
These projects dealt with social
issues such as: drug hotspots, stories,
water, biodiversity, violence and
some with multicultural connection,
increasing each learner’s socio-cultural
consciousness and competencies. In
addition, this has also contributed to
Built/material outcomes from studios,
attracting additional funding,
such as the Newport Project which
attracted $120,000 state funding +
$1.2M park revitalisation; the wetland
Miluni-Songline walk studio led to
the design of Indigenous learning
spaces at the Museum of Sydney;
and the art exhibition built by
students during the Installations
and happening studios.

4. Published place agency online
knowledge sharing website
bringing all the co-created
placemaking resources together into
an online learning assemblage, to
showcase 26 sandbox studios, the
modules and projects, widening the
program’s reach and impact. After
a year of publication, the reach and
impact of the online platform has
almost doubled: increased by 55%
in page views, 70% in sessions and
88% in users.
5. The institutionalization of several
placemaking subject curriculum in
higher/tertiary education including
the University of Melbourne and the
University of the Philippines.
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BANKSIA RESEARCH &
ACADEMIA AWARD

AUSTRALIA'S SUSTAINABILITY
SUCCESS STORIES

The #BlueCarbonArmy
Blue Carbon Lab (Deakin University) in partnership with HSBC
and Earthwatch Australia,VIC

By swapping suits for gumboots, and providing an
educational immersive experience into coastal wetland
research, the program connected executives with
nature, strengthening their climate change knowledge,
and led to quantifiable sustainable behaviours. Equally
important, the active engagement of the participants in
coastal research was designed to build scientific trust
and generate key data to advance nature-based climate
solutions in Australia.
The two-year program (2018-2020) focused on coastal
wetlands – one of the world’s most effective carbon sinks
– as they allow a unified discussion of climate change
science, the value of natural ecosystems, and Australia's
sustainable future.

2020

Coastal wetlands (mangroves, saltmarshes, seagrass beds)
are collectively known as 'blue carbon’ ecosystems. They
act as natural carbon sinks; able to capture atmospheric
carbon 30-50 times faster than terrestrial forests and store
it in the soil for millennia! They also protect our coastline
and enhance marine and terrestrial biodiversity.
Unlike other educational programs, the #BlueCarbonArmy
was uniquely composed of executive staff from Australia’s
top corporations, who have the power and resources
to steer Australia towards a sustainable future and
a low-carbon economy.

The #BlueCarbonArmy was able to:
1.
Empower 300+ executives from 20+ Australian industries
(i.e. HSBC, Qantas, KPMG, Woodside…) on climate
change and corporate sustainability (SDG#13), while
transforming them into citizen scientists who advocate
the value of coastal wetlands. Surveys revealed 89%
of the participants had adopted practices in their industry
that would reduce adverse effects to local nature, while
at home 84% were favouring sustainable practices. Also,
78% increased their knowledge on natural ecosystems and
shared it with their family. 94% enhanced their wellbeing
by connecting with nature.

2.

The HSBC Blue Carbon Citizen Science
program (#BlueCarbonArmy) funded
by HSBC (industry), Deakin University
(academia), and Earthwatch Australia
(NGO), is a multisector initiative,
educating Australia’s corporate
executives in climate change literacy,
while empowering them to build
a sustainable future and value
Australia’s coastal ecosystems.
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The program was designed as a fullday immersive experience combining
educational workshops and hands-on
research in local wetlands.

Advance coastal science in Australia by collecting critical
data (7 publications, 1,600+ mangrove sampled, 1,000
coil cores collected…) to inform increased investment
in the restoration of coastal wetlands and aid in the
development of new markets based on coastal ecosystem
services (specifically carbon sequestration via ‘blue
carbon’; SDG#14 & 15).

3.
Develop multisector partnerships with 5+ research
institutions and 20+ industries (SDG#17) that would
facilitate Australia’s transition to a low-carbon economy.
HSBC staff manage $100 bn USD in sustainable finance.
In an era of environmental degradation and climate crisis it
is critical that all corporate decisions consider impacts on
the planet. By educating Australia’s high-level executives
in climate change literacy, this program facilitated
sustainable changes within organisations and empowered
financial decisions that lead to a greener future.
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BANKSIA NFP &
NGO AWARD

AUSTRALIA'S SUSTAINABILITY
SUCCESS STORIES

Koala Rehabilitation Project Conservation Volunteers Australia

2020

Together CVA and NRMA Insurance
have helped provide critical
long-term support for koalas
and other wildlife residing in
these vulnerable areas, improving
their outcome for the future.

Conservation Volunteers Australia in partnership with NRMA Insurance, VIC

This exciting three-year partnership
2019-2022 aims to restore, increase
and maintain known koala habitat
areas in Queensland and NSW
through planting koala homes and
improving habitat. As part of this
project, CVA are engaging their
network of volunteers and project
partners to deliver beneficial
conservation outcomes for these
marsupials and build community
connection and resilience.
Koala conservation and habitat
rehabilitation has been a longstanding project focus for CVA, but
this was not something that could be
achieved on their own.

The habitat and survival of the iconic
Australian koala species is under
threat and if this continues by 2050
wild koalas could be facing extinction
in NSW and Queensland.
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Deforestation, bushfires and climate change are among
the biggest contributors to the loss of koala habitats in
Australia. Conservation Volunteers Australia (CVA) has
recognised the need for, and been involved in, koala
habitat rehabilitation projects for many years. Whilst some
projects already exist, they needed a corporate partner to
expand their project reach. In 2019 a major partnership
with NRMA Insurance, part of IAG Limited brand, was
formed. This partnership committed to an ongoing effort
to help ensure the future of koalas, dovetailing into
NRMA Insurance’s “Every home is worth protecting”
marketing campaign.

CVA also created The Great
Koala Race to challenge participants
to compete in two teams to plant
20,000 new koala homes over two
weeks. This type of event is rare in
field conservation and allowed
CVA to explore new models for
engaging communities in practical
and fun conservation.

With NRMA Insurance’s support, CVA
exceed the fist-year target of 60,000
trees. Over 67,500 trees were planted
across priority locations, in South
East Queensland and North New
South Wales and 3,000 community
members were engaged. This target
includes 30,000 trees planted during
NRMA’s promotional period where
one tree was planted for every Home
Insurance Policy purchased during
August-October 2019.

Over two weeks in October 15 CVA
staff and 279 volunteers from local
businesses, clubs and communities
generously donated their time to
help reach the target of over 20,000
new koala homes in the ground.
So far, this project has successfully
rehabilitated important koala habitats
and has created a powerful story that
raises awareness across Australia of
the importance of protecting wildlife
and our environment.

This project is unique in the way it
provides an opportunity for a variety
of community members, including
NRMA Insurance staff, community
volunteers, scouts, students
and corporate and government
volunteers to engage in koala habitat
conservation and rehabilitation.
Through this project, CVA has also
established strong relationships
with private landowners and the
community in koala habitat areas
which will be advantageous over
this next two years of this ongoing
partnership. CVA are confident they
can continue to help the koalas
by building on these results and
developing the partnership over the
next two years.
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BANKSIA NFP &
NGO AWARD

AUSTRALIA'S SUSTAINABILITY
SUCCESS STORIES

2020

The 10 Gigawatt Vision
Beyond Zero Emissions in partnership with Environment Centre NT, VIC

In June 2019, BZE released The
10 Gigawatt Vision, an exciting
and comprehensive plan to take
advantage of abundant sunshine and
low-cost solar energy to revolutionise
the NT’s economy.
It presented a bold future to address
climate change alongside sustainable
economic development, attract
private investment, be a catalyst
for wider, long-lasting economic
renewal, and put the Territory at the
forefront of the global transition away
from fossil fuels towards renewables.
The plan put renewable energy at
the centre of a sustainable growth
strategy, creating over 8,000 new jobs
and over $2bn in revenue by 2030.

Beyond Zero Emissions is an
internationally recognised climate
change think tank, producing
independent and innovative research
solutions demonstrating that
a thriving zero emissions Australia
is achievable and affordable now,
and that Australia can become
a renewable energy superpower.
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The plan achieved a “triple bottom line”
outcome, with opportunities for a vibrant
manufacturing sector, export opportunities in energy
infrastructure, zero-carbon manufacturing and
minerals processing alongside initiatives to reduce
living costs for all Territorians and deliver
sustainable homes and transport.

BZE’s work supports communities to identify zero-carbon
opportunities and empowers and inspires them to act, by
providing the information they need to build support for
rapid decarbonisation. Each plan is backed by rigorous
research, supported by expert volunteers and peer review.
Extreme heat fueled by climate change is creating
unlivable conditions for the Northern Territory’s vulnerable
populations, including Aboriginal people. Faced with this
troubling future, the Territory should have been leading
efforts to tackle climate change. Instead, its plan in 2018
was to bet its economic future on fracking a vast, remote,
high-cost gas field, whilst being one of the world’s
largest contributors per capita to global emissions.

It placed Indigenous communities
at the centre of the plan, with lower
energy costs and new jobs in regional
and remote communities, including
recommendations for Aboriginalowned enterprises to install and
operate community energy projects.
BZE’s partner, the Environment Centre
NT, created a “race-to-the-top” of
renewable energy policies. For the
first time ever in an NT election, all
major parties across the political
spectrum supported renewable
energy. The NT Government’s
draft climate change response has

dramatically improved its action on
climate change. The Government
adopted the main elements of
the The 10 Gigawatt Vision in
their “Climate Change Response Towards 2050” policy. BZE’s Chair
Eytan Lenko was appointed to the
Territory Government’s Economic
Reconstruction Commission,
established to help the NT emerge
from the coronavirus crisis, and
ensuring that renewable energy will
be at the heart of economic policy
discussion. The most successful
aligned initiative to date is the

oversubscribed investment round for
one of the world’s most ambitious
projects, the world’s largest solar
farm (Sun Cable’s Asia-Singapore
Power Link). This $20bn project is
on track to becoming a reality, and
the NT will be commencing a green
transition; facilitating green jobs,
sustainable and inclusive growth; and
growing its green economy, three of
the six climate-positive actions for
governments to take as proposed by
the UN Secretary-General.
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BANKSIA NFP &
NGO AWARD

AUSTRALIA'S SUSTAINABILITY
SUCCESS STORIES

WINNER
2020

OzHarvest FEAST (Food Education
And Sustainability Training) Program

In Australia, more than seven million tonnes of food ends up in landfill
each year, costing the economy $20 billion annually. In line with the
UN’s Sustainable Development Goals, the Government has set a
national target to halve food waste by 2030, which will require change
at all levels of society.

OzHarvest FEAST (Food Education and Sustainability Training) Program, NSW

Consumer awareness and community education are paramount to
reducing food waste and influencing behavioural change. OzHarvest
developed FEAST (Food Education And Sustainability Training),
a curriculum-aligned program that focuses on nutrition, food waste
and sustainability to inspire future change-makers.

2020

FEAST delivers vital
education to the s
chool community
influencing teachers,
families, and students
to encourage healthy and
thriving communities.

Conducted in partnership with
Deakin University, with the support of
National Health and Medical Research
Council (NHMRC) PhD scholarship,
some of the main findings are;
•

•

•

Since the inception
of FEAST in 2018:

OzHarvest is Australia’s leading food
rescue organisation, with a purpose
to Nourish Our Country. Founded by
Ronni Kahn in 2004, it began with a
concept to rescue good food from going
to landfill and deliver it to people in
need. Food waste is a global issue and a
leading contributor to climate change.

•

173

Schools completed
FEAST across
Australia

•

317

Teachers trained
across Australia

•

423

Classes engaged
in FEAST across
Australia

students
8749 Australian
inspired to reduce
food waste and
eat healthy

over

90

Schools are about
to embark on their
journey in 2021

The need for kids to learn
about cooking, nutrition and
preventing food waste has
never been more vital.
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In Australia:
One child in every classroom
goes to bed or school hungry.
(Foodbank Hunger Report, 2019)
One in four children are
overweight/obese.
(Department of Health 2013)
One third of Australia’s annual
food waste comes from the home.
(National Food Waste
Baseline, 2019)

In 2018 OzHarvest conducted a pilot
study, exploring the impact of FEAST
on children’s fruit and vegetable
consumption, cooking behaviour,
perceived skills, food waste
knowledge and behaviours.
225 students from seven NSW
schools were the first in Australia
to complete FEAST.

•

•
`
•
•

•

80.8% of the students would eat
≥2 serves of fruit/day compared
to pre-FEAST (72.0%).
95.8% of students were more
likely to report knowing how to
follow a recipe compared to
85.3%, pre-FEAST.
Cooking activities were attended
by 94% of the students, and
90.4% reported that the activities
were fun and 82.0% liked the
food they cooked.
69.5% reported that they would
try to cook the food they made in
class, at home.
65.9% reported learning
something about cooking they
didn't know before.
85.6% were interested in doing 		
more cooking in the future.
Students reported they would
eat fruit that was not ‘perfect’ 		
increased by 11.2%.
Students found the activities
easy to read (95.8%), understand
(94.0%) and website easy to
navigate (89.2%).

These results show FEAST extends
beyond the classroom - students
develop the skills to become
change-makers in the community.
It embodies OzHarvest’s vision of
building a world with zero food
waste and no hunger!
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BANKSIA NFP &
NGO AWARD

AUSTRALIA'S SUSTAINABILITY
SUCCESS STORIES

2020

The Australasian Recycling
Label Program
Australian Packaging Covenant Organisation, Planet Ark and
PREP Design in partnership with Horizon Communication Group, NSW

Collaboration is at the heart of the
ARL Program, which has earned the
support and advocacy from a diverse
range of stakeholders from across the
packaging supply chain, including
industry associations, the waste
and recycling industry, businesses
and government.

The Australasian Recycling Label
(ARL) Program is an on-pack labelling
scheme that helps consumers to
recycle correctly and supports brand
owners to accurately design, assess
and label packaging for recyclability.
It was launched in 2018 following a
collaborative partnership between
APCO, Planet Ark and PREP Design.

The ARL Program is made up of
two important components:

1. The Packaging Recyclability
Evaluation Portal (PREP),
an online tool that assesses
packaging recyclability

2. The Australasian
Recycling Label

a tailored, on-pack label that
provides clear and simple recycling
instructions for all parts of a
product’s packaging.
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The ARL Program is underpinned by
a clear and transparent governance
system, including two advisory
committees that bring together
representatives from all areas of the
packaging supply chain, government
and the waste and resource recovery
industry. Since its launch, the ARL
Program has been supported by a
two-pronged consumer and industry
education and communication
campaign, designed to build better
awareness and understanding
of the Program.

To date, the ARL Program has
been adopted by more than 460
organisations, including many of
Australia’s major brands and retailers.
In 2020 the ARL Program was
recognised as a world-leading
consumer education initiative in
a report by the UN Environment
Programme, Consumers International
and the One Planet network - 10YFP.
Looking to the future, it’s our vision
that the ARL will become ubiquitous
in Australia and New Zealand,
present on every piece of packaging
and checked by consumers as an
everyday, habitual behaviour.
In the short term, we look forward
to scaling the Program to include
smaller businesses. In 2021, the
ARL Program will also expand to
cover B2B packaging and expand
to communicate new information,
including recycled content and
reusable packaging.

The ARL Program is deeply
aligned with SDG 12 (Responsible
Consumption & Production), as it
allows member companies to
design products specifically for
recyclability and improved optimal
environmental benefits.
By applying the ARL on-pack,
brands provide accurate disposal
instructions that will improve
recycling behaviours and reduce the
contamination entering the kerbside
system, ensuring a clean waste
stream is available to manufacture
new products made from recycled
content. SDG 17 (Partnerships for
the goals) has been instrumental
to the success of the ARL Program,
which has been underpinned by
true collaboration between different
stakeholders. Australians interact with
packaging multiple times a day and
have the power to help shift Australia
towards a more circular economy.
The ARL Program provides
consumers with simple, consistent
and evidenced-based messaging,
and unites the complete packaging
value chain behind a deeply
collaborative Program that drives
improved environmental outcomes.

The ARL Program
is not simply about
communications – it’s
about creating behaviour
change that will serve as
a new foundation for how
our community interacts
with packaging for years
to come.
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Saving Our Species Program
Department of Planning, Industry & Environment, NSW

Saving our Species (SoS) is a
movement involving volunteers,
scientists, businesses, community
groups and the NSW Government, all
coming together to secure the future of
Australia’s unique plants and animals.
The main objectives of SoS are simple:
maximise the number of threatened
species that are secure in the wild in
New South Wales for 100 years and
control the key threats facing our
threatened plants and animals.
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A species is defined as ‘secure’ when
it has a 95% chance of surviving in
the wild for 100 years and species
can only survive if existing and new
threats are managed in the long
term. SoS also aligns everyone’s
efforts under a single banner, so
investment in threatened species
conservation can be accounted for
and invites the NSW community
and businesses to participate,
because projects to save threatened
species are collaborative efforts.
SoS is delivering the Biodiversity
Conservation Program (in the NSW
Biodiversity Conservation Act
2016), implementing the program’s
strategies through conservation
action. The success of SoS has been
bolstered by an unprecedented NSW
Government investment.

Between 2016 and 2021, $100 million
is being invested cost-effectively to
secure threatened plants and animals
in the wild for the next 100 years.
Investment under the SoS framework
is continuing to increase, with $41.3
million to reintroduce 13 locally
extinct mammals and $13 million in
NSW Environmental Trust grants.
The program is investing to manage
more than 400 species, ecological
communities and key threatening
processes, achieving tangible and
positive results that help to secure
a future for our threatened species.
Every decision SoS makes is
backed up by science and research.
The tool increases cost-efficiencies
by allowing multiple species and
actions to be considered together
and for the same amount of budget
and resources.

2020

We use best practice
prioritisation techniques
to invest in cost-effective
projects that will benefit
the greatest number of
species, including a worldleading tool developed in
partnership with the CSIRO.

W

From our successes, like the return
of critically endangered Bellinger
River snapping turtles to their
natural habitat, to the considerable
challenges of severe and ongoing
drought and bushfires, our SoS team
has accomplished and overcome
a great deal. These natural disasters
pose great threats to the success
of our work and the survival of
our threatened species, but we
continue to make great strides
while working through and
alongside these conditions.

From the Wollemi pine to the
brush-tailed rock-wallaby, the
superb parrot to seed collections of
threatened plants, SoS is committed
to delivering targeted on-ground
conservation activities to help secure
a future for our threatened species
and continuing to invest in science
and research projects to help guide
major program decisions.
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Environment And Liveability Strategy
Sunshine Coast Council, QLD

2020

By planning ahead, understanding
the emerging risks, and making
sustainable choices at the right
time, our region can look forward to
a healthy, resilient and sustainable
future. These choices are made
together with the community,
who told us they valued:
1. Retaining the distinct character
2. Protecting natural assets
3. Finding the balance
4. Being sustainable
5. Community involvement

The process for developing
the strategy provided a
much-needed model and lessons
for integrated, long-term planning
to achieve sustainability, resilience,
and liveability in times of
unprecedented change.
The strategy replaced six key
strategies which sought to shape
growth in the region across:
affordable living, biodiversity,
waterways and coastal
management, open space, social
infrastructure, and climate change.

As the Sunshine Coast transitions
to a city-region, we are well positioned
to respond to the challenges and
opportunities for our future which
have the potential to impact on the
health of our environment, liveability,
and resilience.
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The Environment and Liveability
Strategy (ELS) was developed to provide
a clear vision and forward plan to 2041,
focused on four drivers of change:
increasing population, changing
climate, economic growth and
emerging technologies.

The ELS builds on these strong
foundations and addresses identified
gaps, and positions the organisational
business in a fresh context. It also
provides an integrated approach
across multiple themes and 26
Transformational Actions to achieve
multiple ecological, economic,
socio-cultural outcomes. Integration
of three sections within one strategy
ensures we don’t plan in isolation,
and highlights the importance
of the relationship our built
environment and lifestyle have
with our natural environment.

The ELS provides the policy blueprint
to enable our Sunshine Coast to
continue to be one of the most
liveable and resilient regions in
Australia by:
•
•

•

•

Recognising the natural 		
environment as the foundation.
Embedding liveability,
affordability and sustainability
as fundamental to navigating and
securing our future.
Being forward looking and
proactively planning for climate
hazard risk.
Enabling council and our
community to proactively
collaborate, plan and implement
transformational change.

The ELS exemplifies our
region’s forward thinking and real
actions – taking advantage of
opportunities today, while looking
ahead to 2041 and beyond, to
create a legacy that will benefit
our community for many years.
The Implementation Plan explains
how council’s contributions to
the strategic directions are being
implemented and delivered
through an integrated, targeted
and transformative approach.

Council is investing in and
delivering an extensive range of
projects, programs and services,
in partnership with dedicated
volunteers, community organisations,
and researchers to preserve our
outstanding natural environment and
ensure the region remains a great
place to live. Major initiatives include:
•

•

•
•

Australian first partnership to
protect and manage critical
areas of the Maroochy catchment
floodplain to ensure climate 		
resilience from rising sea levels.
Endorsing a Biosphere nomination
to have our region’s sustainability
story internationally recognised.
Proactively planning to manage
emerging coastal hazard risk.
Expanding our green spaces by
securing over 665 hectares of
new lands for conservation
and recreation.

This strategy exemplifies
our region’s forward
thinking and real actions
– taking advantage of
opportunities today,
while looking ahead to
2041 to create a legacy
for our community.
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In March 2018, Council
adopted specific and
ambitious environmental
targets encompassing:
•

•

•

Council to achieve a
100% net zero greenhouse
gas emissions by 2030
relating to:
- Total energy consumption
via renewable energy
replacement
(on or off-site);
-  Council’s vehicle fleet –
net zero emission by 2030;
Total water consumed
by Council’s operations
to reach at least 50%
replacement from
non potable sources
by 2030; and
Achieve a 50% increase
in total tree canopy
coverage by 2030,
from 2018 baselines.

From the adoption of these
targets, Council undertook
the preparation of a detailed
100% Renewables and Zero
Emissions Roadmap.

This was completed in 2019 after
which Council began implementing
Roadmap priorities aimed at tackling
our greenhouse gas emissions and
at the same time reducing energy
consumption and costs across
Council sites.
This has seen a slight increase in solar
PV installed on Council sites with
more than 360 kilowatts identified for
future works. However the focus has
been on achieving lighting efficiency
upgrades across high consumption
sites, energy efficiency controls and
equipment on key sites, smart meter
installs on all sites and real-time
monitoring on our highest energy
consuming sites and all of Council’s
15 sites with rooftop solar.
These measures are now generating
financial savings in the order of
$100,000 per year. In addition,
the first 1,000 LED streetlighting
upgrades (with 3,000 more to come)
are generating in the order of $70,000
savings so far. Council’s investment
in renewable across its operations
and the energy saving measures
installed over the past 15 months
from our 100% Renewables and

2020

Zero Emissions Roadmap have also
shown greenhouse gas emissions
trending downward, even prior to
the COVID shutdown, with savings
and decreases contributing to carbon
reductions in the order of 33%.
Over this same time, to meet our
water saving goals, a 2 million
underground stormwater re-use
system has been under construction
to provide non-potable, treated
wastewater to the entire areas from
North Marobura, Maroubra central
and South Maroubra beaches. This
will be adding a further 60 million
litre water savings per annum to our
existing annual savings of 350 to
550 million litre per year (subject to
seasonal fluctuations).
A new Environment Strategy has
been prepared and exhibited for
final adoption, integrating each of
the above targets but also
encompassing additional resolutions
of Council including:
•

•

•

Randwick’s declaration of
a Climate Emergency (May 2019
(fifteenth Council at the time with
96 local Councils having currently
made such a declaration
across Australia);
Procurement of Council electricity
by way of a renewable power 		
purchase agreement (PPA)
(July 2019) with the Moree
Solar Farm; and
Achieving zero emissions through
interim offsets accredited by
Climate Active (past 2 years) (only
the second local Council in NSW
to achieve this accreditation).

Council is also currently rolling
out one of the largest and most
comprehensive financial rebates
offerings to it’s residents and
businesses to implement energy
and water savings as well as working
on a Precinct wide collaboration
to identify and target larger scale
emissions reductions project through
the Precinct partners.
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Reimagining Education
Sustainable Schools Network Limited, QLD

2020

The ground-breaking approach
of the SSN, is to exemplify two
critical and related components of
Education for Sustainability (EfS):
1. Partnerships
2. Whole school approach instead
of focusing only on teachers
or students, we know that the
involvement of parents, cleaners,
business managers, principals
and others within a school
community is necessary for
education to be reimagined.

The Sustainable Schools Network
Limited (SSN) are reimagining
education by educating and
connecting school communities
to imagine a sustainable future.

To the SSN it makes sense to take local
action on global environmental and
social problems, engaging young people
who are not only highly creative, but are
the world's future thought leaders.
Our registered not-for-profit Australian charity utilises the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as a framework
for understanding sustainability and to align our ‘glocal’
(global outlook, local action) approach.

We also know we cannot work alone
and that the foundation of achieving
all SDGs is partnerships. All of the
SSN’s work involves partnership
(SDG 17)!

The SSN has formed to support
school communities who are in need
of a collaborative approach that
breaks down the barriers of time,
funding and understanding.

Member School Program
Connecting engaged school
members with other schools to build
capacity for change is this activity’s
primary focus.

Our first Symposium involved
600 participants from 39 schools
and 44 organisations. Our second
symposium involved 1340 people
including registrations from 60
schools and 80 organisations.

The major activities of
the SSN include:

Ongoing support is offered including
regular information regarding
resources and opportunities. As the
SSN move into our third year, we
have created the relationships, assets
and structures to support scaling our
work. Although we remain limited
by funding, we have invested in
a fundraising plan to ensure the
ongoing viability of our organisation.

The SSN have
engaged directly with
over

155
280

Schools and

Organisations

over the last two years.

Our communication platforms
demonstrate ongoing increasing
engagement including a mailing
list of almost 3500. Unfortunately,
government support for EfS has
diminished in Australia, whilst
public demand for action to address
environmental and social challenges
has increased.
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Annual Sustainability Symposium
Engaging a national audience
in understanding the concept of
sustainability, empowering youth
leadership, addressing two SDGs
specifically, and building partnerships
(SDG 17). This event is unique in
it’s engagement of whole school
communities.
Regional Summits
Increasing awareness of and taking
local action for the SDGs, the
Summits ensure local connectivity
that supports change.
SSN Journal
Quality publication that demonstrates
how schools, teachers, students,
parents and organisations can
deliver EfS in their own context. This
collection of case studies highlights
the variety of methodologies utilised
to achieve outcomes, the importance
of a lived experience in EfS and
a connected community.

As critical team members remain and
more come on board, we know 2021
will deliver significant positive impact
for school communities. In a short
time, the SSN have created a legacy
of relationships and educational
material, whilst building momentum
to ensure a sustainable future for
those we hold dearest: our children.
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The Only Butt Campaign
Share The Word Design Studio in partnership with Woolworth’s,
Lions International, Rye Community Action Group, Bendigo Bank, VIC

We still experience high levels of
littering on beaches and continue
education with ground stencils to
further the message/ethos to combat
high littering hot spots.

We were able to inspire change,
through Human and Social Capital.
Based on research, the origins of
litter were targeted in the campaign
showing local marine life, locations,
and people. An innovative approach
to ground decals was used to
enforce that our community cared
about the environment and what
our expectations were in relation to
litter. It was incredible to see how
many people were passionate about
reducing litter.

The population of Rye increases
by up to 1400% in Summer, so
effectively communicating to visitors,
plays an integral role in preserving
our environment, as we welcome
visitors, we also welcome their habits.

The Only Butt campaign
was able to reduce
littering and influence
people’s perceptions.
Areas went from being
dumping grounds,
to clean healthy
environments.

This inspired the
community greatly, with
research showing that
people feel less safe in
littered environments
and the effects of littering
on brands and businesses
have a knock-on effect.

As education began to influence
change, people were filled with
praise of the results, as many people
were of the belief, that it wouldn’t
work. Local Business came on board
and supported education, and
everyone was willing to share their
butt jokes. The campaign focuses on
healthy environments and rewarding
good choices.
The intended social impact was clear,
it enabled a community to raise the
standards, engage local council,
mitigate cleansing strategies and
support, along with undertaking
enforcement, which was part of the
campaign delivery. The litter data is
shared with Tangaroa Blue and the
Mornington Peninsula Shire.
A Rye report is available online at
www.theonlybutt.com for people to
see the results of the pilot campaign.
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Overall we found that Infrastructure
and ground stencils are a great way
to reduce littering and influence
long term behavior change, raising
the standard of acceptance in our
community, around littering.

The work associated with the
campaign is ongoing and encourages
fun, and healthy body image, over a
shaming culture. The campaign aligns
with Change the Story framework
and is about inspiring positive
Psychological Capital.
Initially, 52.57% of smokers littered,
when comparing before and during
the campaign. This figure closely
matches the VLAA statistics, with
6 in 10 smokers using the ground
as an ashtray.

The campaign continues with
freestanding ashtrays and ground
decals to continue to communicate
and educate the community and
visitors. We will continue to bridge
relationships with the CFA in relation
to raising awareness to burning
litter, related to spot fires, and
Local Government as the CEO has
expressed continuing the campaign.
We are excited to be working with
Patagonia on the next incentive
program across social media.

We found that by having the campaign and offering
ashtrays only 19.28% have littered in comparison
to those using ashtrays. Butts coming onto beaches
via stormwater in Rye have reduced overall by
8000 on previous years.
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World-Positive Coffee For Workplaces
Kua, NSW

Sourcing coffee from Uganda’s
Mount Elgon, Kua enables farmers to
bypass commodity prices to secure
a fair and predictable income, with
all profits reinvested in the same
region. In Australia, Kua offers a
fortnightly subscription service for
urban workplaces of 100 to 1000
employees. Dedicated 'fresh' and
'spent' reusable canisters eliminate
waste, and all used coffee grounds
are distributed to community gardens
and local reuse projects.

Kua does world-positive coffee for
workplaces. All spent coffee grounds
are collected for repurposing and all
profits are used to mobilise farmers on
the journey to climate resilience.

Kua’s service is designed to challenge
consumers with two vital questions:
1. Where does your coffee come from?
2. Where does your coffee waste end up?
During a university field trip to Uganda in 2018, Kua
co-founders Brody Smith and Darcy Small realised
that not knowing the answer to these questions
was a problem.

Kua was established to equip coffee
drinkers with an intimate knowledge
of the stories behind these questions,
so as to inspire a shift towards fair and
circular consumption.
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Australians - drinking six billion cups
of coffee every single year - were
inadvertently supporting a value chain
laced with social and environmental
injustices. Typically, less than 10%
of coffee’s economic value remains
in the country of origin. Across the
global coffee belt, plummeting
prices are converging with impacts
of climate change to trap farmers
with unsustainable enterprises. Back
in Sydney, the used coffee grounds
from nine in every ten cups of coffee
were ending up in landfill.
Across Australia, this adds up to more
than one-hundred thousand tonnes
of unnecessary waste and carbon
emissions, every year.

Since launching in 2019,
thirty-five of Australia’s most
progressive workplaces; from SAP
and Swiss RE to Canva and Aesop
to WWF and UNICEF, have jumped
onboard to drink Kua. Together,
these organisations have enabled
Kua to source coffee from 75 farming
families, repurpose 3T coffee waste
and build climate resilience across
500k square meters of Mount
Elgon land.
Most importantly, 150k cups of Kua
have been brewed, with every cup
prompting the two questions:
where does it come from /
where does it end up?
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Millennium Kids Inc
Millennium Kids Inc, WA

Millennium Kids Inc (MK) is
a youth-led organisation that has,
for 25 years encouraged young people,
regardless of race, religion or social
capital to explore, identify and address
environmental and sustainability
issues in the local, regional and
global communities.
MK asks kids what they think the big issues are,
maps those issues to the United Nation’s Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), then provides skills, tools
and resources to investigate specific problems and ideate
solutions that they can implement in their communities.
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MK has enabled thousands of young
people to have their say about the
environment, leading to hundreds
of inspiring youth-led initiatives that
have contributed significantly to
the environment and communities
in WA and beyond. This gives kids
real world experience, and ensures
responsive, inclusive, participatory
and representative decision-making
at all levels.

For 25 years, MK CEO and
Co-founder Catrina Aniere has been
synthesising best practice methods
and refining a pedagogical approach
where kids are at the centre of
decision-making process. This process
empowers kids to ideate and pitch
their project ideas in a safe space,
connect with friends and mentors,
and to access knowledge, resources,
and funding. Project based learning
provides for a range of future skills,
with opportunities to apply them to
real world problems.
The MK Skills for Life process has
been refined through a long-term
co-design process of ideation,
evaluation and iteration with
Traditional Owners, event
participants, workshop facilitators,
educators, government and
business stakeholders.

2020

During the last 2 years MK has
contributed to
SDG 1: No Poverty,
SDG 3: Good Health and Well-being,
SDG 4: Quality Education
SDG 8: Decent Work and
Economic Growth,
SDG 11: Sustainable Cities
and Communities
SDG 12: Responsible Consumption
and Production,
SDG 13: Climate Action,
SDG 14: Life Below Water,
SDG 15: Life on Land,
SDG 16: Peace and Justice
Strong Institutions and
SDG 17: Partnerships to
achieve the Goal.

The SDGs have been embedded in
everything that MK does since their
endorsement in 2015, although we
were already seeking ways to capture
sustainable impact outcomes,
and contributing youth voice to
sustainability policy well before that
time. Our projects are reported to
the UN through our 1000 actions
for the planet program, with a snap
shot of our contributions to the
SDGs delivered annually. The wide
variety of MK projects implemented
by the kids mean that they are
able to contribute towards many
of the UN SDGs beyond traditional
environmental projects.

MK’s Skills for Life process tackles
wicked environmental problems
through education, behaviour
change, advocacy, innovation and
design, community action, and rules
and regulations. It gives kids the
confidence and skills to succeed
today and into the future. It allows
them to take their seat at the table,
develop innovative solutions to
real world problems, contribute to
decision-making processes, and
create meaningful change, all the
time contributing to achieving the
UN Sustainable Development Goals.
Using enquiry-based learning, kids
develop projects specific to their
communities that allows for their
stewardship and management to
strengthen efforts to safeguard the
world’s natural and cultural heritage.
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Creating Social, Environmental And
Economic Impact From Used Tech
Enable Social Enterprise, VIC

Enable achievements
are attributed to an
innovate approach to
process (re)engineering
design, that ensure
program participants
and crew of all abilities
are included and a vital
member of a work team,
building confidence,
self-esteem as well as
technical work skills.

What makes Enable unique is an
enterprise model that successfully
manoeuvres around the often
complex balancing act of delivering
social, environmental and economic
outcomes through successful business
operation in the e-waste recycling
sector, without government service
provider funding.
Strongly sitting within the mandate
of Sustainability Development
Goal (SDG) 8 for decent work and
economic growth, Enable has made
strong local contributions.

Enable is an innovative not for profit
social enterprise tackling disadvantage
head in the Hume labour market
region in Melbourne’s north where
unemployment is 46% higher than that
of the national rate whilst stepping
up to meet the 60% to 2024 e-waste
recycling increase from Victoria’s
1 July 2019 landfill ban.
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Participation rates for people with a disability in the
workforce are reported at 52.9% across the country,
placing Australia 21 out of the 29 OECD countries.
These facts show there is a dire need for enterprising
and innovative solutions to tackle these key social,
environmental and local economic issues at hand.

2020

Enable has also diverted 184
tonnes of decommissioned tech
through their recycling facility in
Broadmeadows, Victoria.
Enable‘s strong commitment to
sustainability goals and enterprising
ideas for reuse, repair and
repurposing is regularly on show
with initiatives such as pre-loved
technology and parts being rented
out for TV productions, wheels and
broken pallets getting a new life as
outdoor furniture and pallet wood
and old monitors stands
re-purposed as signs to assist the
Enable crew with employability skills.

Results as at 31st December 2019 show
Enable working with:

855

participants, delivering over

33,000

hours of employability skills, and created

8,858

paid work hours and additional

15

Employment pathway outcomes to support
local economic development and social impact.

Driven by Enable’s collaborative
approach to impact, initiatives with
government and community services
has resulted in a broad and lasting
reach to local community in need
including people with disability,
mental health, migrants, older
residents and offenders. The most
successful being a partnership with
Department of Justice Community
work program starting as a pilot in
2017 and fast-forwarding to 2019 and
it has supported over 250 offenders
with almost 6,000 employability skills
hours whilst diverting almost 9,500
kg of e-waste from landfill.
Enable works with some of Australia’s
most well-known companies.
Customers procuring Enable’s
services drive our ability to create and
deliver social, economic and financial
impact whilst providing a “direct hit”
on their strategic sustainability and
social impact goals. Enable’s legacy
is a leading-edge not for profit social
enterprise model where 100% of
profit is reinvested into programs,
partnership and microsites to expand
Enable’s social, environmental
and economic impact. Enable do
not currently receive recurrent
government service provider funding.
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ALDI’s Roadmap to 100%
Renewable Electricity
ALDI, NSW

2020

Through staged store upgrades, ALDI
has implemented energy efficiency
improvements across existing stores
targeting lighting and trialling natural
refrigerants. ALDI is maximising
onsite solar deployment, installing
Australia’s largest commercial and
industrial solar rollout to date.
By the end of 2020, ALDI will have
installed 102,000 solar panels at
over 250 stores and 6 Distribution
Centres that will generate 50,000
megawatt-hours of electricity and
preventing 41,000 tonnes of carbon
emissions entering the atmosphere
every year.
ALDI has signed two PPAs set to
commence on the 1st January 2021,
with large-scale wind farms, located
in the New South Wales Southern
Tablelands and Western Victoria.
These PPAs will provide 100%
renewable electricity to all of ALDI’s
New South Wales and Victorian
stores and will generate over 180,000
MWh of electricity and result in
over 160,000t carbon emissions
avoided each year. The remainder
of renewable energy certificates
required to reach our national
requirements will be sourced on
the open market.

In August 2020, ALDI committed to
power all of its stores and warehouses
with 100% renewable electricity by
the end of 2021.
Being Australia’s 64th largest electricity
user and with responsibility being
one of the core business values,
ALDI recognises that taking action on
climate change is not only important
to manage business risk but is the right
thing to do for our customers
and communities.
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The pathway to 100% renewable
electricity includes:
•

Energy efficiency - reducing electricity consumption

•

Maximising onsite renewable energy
generation (solar)

•

Procuring renewable electricity through Power
Purchase Agreements (PPAs).

ALDI was the first supermarket
to announce a commitment to
100% renewable electricity and
remains ahead with the most
ambitions deadline of 2021.
ALDI launched its commitment
and celebration of existing
achievements targeting employees,
suppliers, customers, NGOs,
industry leaders and government.
ALDI’s announcement has no doubt
encouraged other retailers to raise
the bar on emissions reduction
and sustainability, with Woolworths
making 100% renewable energy
commitment in November 2020,
and Coles facing pressure from
shareholders to commit to 100%
renewable energy during its recent
Annual General Meeting.

ALDI Australia is ranked
No.1 in the retail sector
for commitment to 100%
renewable electricity by
Re-energise, a campaign
run by Greenpeace,
encouraging Australia’s
biggest electricity using
companies to make
the switch to 100%
renewable electricity.

Committing to an emissions reduction
target endorsed by the internationally
recognised Science-Based Target
initiative, ALDI is also encouraging
suppliers to adopt a similar approach
and set science-based targets by
2024 to reduce their emissions and
invest in renewable energy. Our
100% renewable commitment is part
of ALDI’s larger sustainability strategy
in addressing its environmental
impact, which includes the reduction
of waste, plastics and packaging.
With ALDI’s aim to make sustainability
affordable, they are able to
implement initiatives across our
business operations, product range
and supply chain, while continuing
to offer quality products at
competitive prices.
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No Opportunity Wasted

2020

Dealing with the materials
traditionally seen as ‘wastes’ is a
problem across the water industry.
Just determining their baseline was
challenging due to the complicated
waste streams involved. Several
wastes were being sent to landfill
because finding alternative solutions
was hampered by little industry
knowledge of alternatives, limited
or no proven examples and limited
support from regulators.

Icon Water, ACT

Through their program they
have created numerous new
opportunities for the water
industry that have achieved
multiple environmental
benefits and significant
financial savings, aligning
perfectly with Icon Water's
public Sustainability and
Environment Policy.

The program’s eight initiatives include
waste management and monitoring
systems, reuse programs for
agri-ash, spoil and water treatment
solids, glass sand recovery, producing
soil conditioners and more. Following
a detailed assessment of their
baseline waste data, they progressed
to ideation and prioritisation.

Icon Water has an innovative resource
recovery program they call ‘No
opportunity wasted’ to tackle their
complex and challenging outputs.

No opportunity wasted seeks to address these issues
and is the cornerstone of Icon Water's five year Waste
Management and Resource Recovery Strategy 2017-23
which sets out their targets, approach and vision to be a
‘utility that transforms waste into resources’ and maximise
upcycling and minimise disposal to landfill. This program
actively contributes to SDG12 Responsible Consumption
and Production, as well as several other SDGs.

This involved growing their resource
recovery capacity as well as finding
higher-value reuse options for other
outputs, in accordance with the waste
hierarchy. They researched innovative
solutions as well as forging trusting
relationships with regulators and
establishing regulatory approvals.
They built strong collaborative
partnerships with a symbiotic group
of ‘can do’ partners to achieve shared
objectives and outcomes, including
enhancing the circular economy.

No opportunity wasted
has led to:
•

•

•

•

•

•
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Approximately 11 		
kilotonnes of agri-ash and
spoil being diverted 		
from landfill in 2019-20.
Local farmers benefitting
from agri-ash as a
soil enhancer.
13 tonnes of valuable
materials from old
water meters has
been recovered.
A previously unwanted
resource stream from
glass recycling being put
to beneficial use as glass
sand at Icon Water and
throughout the ACT.
Biochar, a product that
captures carbon, being
trialled and proving viable
as a potting mix.
Hubs being established
at our sites to collect a
range of materials for 		
recycling/reuse.

In addition, they have been publicly
visible on these successes and
increased awareness of what is
possible, shown leadership consistent
with government and community
aspirations and instigated action by
local businesses.
They see their approach as a series of
stepping stones towards the vision of
developing a local Canberra eco-hub
where all outputs are inputs in a
co-dependent, thriving and ultimately
more resilient economy.

Therefore, it is as much
about us using upcycled
or recycled products as
it is about generating
upcycled, or recycled
products to be
used by others.
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Legacy Program

2020

ICC Sydney’s unique client Legacy Program was designed to
connect the world’s brightest minds, industry leaders and delegates
with a diverse cross-section of the community, driving positive
environmental, social and financial impacts across NSW.

ICC Sydney, NSW

Launched in 2018, the program
covers five streams: Environmental
Sustainability; First Nations; Creative
Industries; Generation Next; and
Innovators Entrepreneurs.
Each stream was designed to
maximise the venue’s connections
with communities on the ground
in Sydney and create unique
experiences for clients,
their events and delegates.
With the Legacy Program in place,
ICC Sydney is better placed to
make a difference within the
community, support clients and
build the city’s reputation as one
of the world’s leading sustainable
event destinations.

Impact

The initiative
ICC Sydney is committed to cultivating a powerful legacy
for the events it hosts, in line with the venue’s mission:

“

We are driven to make
a difference with our community
as we operate an extraordinary
venue with extraordinary people
who win, run and support
extraordinary events.

”
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Events supported through ICC
Sydney’s Legacy Program ranged
from banquets to exhibitions and
large-scale international conferences.
In 2019, the venue engaged with
41 events and successfully initiated
34 activations, supporting events to
deliver on social, environmental and
economic outcomes.
The performance of ICC Sydney’s
Legacy Program is based on a strong
foundation of CSR strategies and
practices at the venue. The range of
Legacy Program activations delivered
diverse sustainability outcomes,
including:
Environmental
sustainability results
675 tonne of dry waste diverted from
landfill; 7.42 tonne of leftover event
items donated to charity; 1.5 million
plastic bottles saved; and removed
or reduced single use items such as
plastic straws. The venue ended 2019
with a 58% waste diversion and 100%
diversion of collected organic waste

Ground-breaking program
Social contributions
23 tonnes of food, equivalent to
69,000 meals donated to Matthew
Talbot Hostel and OzHarvest; Edible
Centrepieces launched to support
Sydney growers and the homeless
community; ICC Sydney launched its
inaugural Reconciliation Action Plan
in 2018 and implemented activations
at events with First Nations
representatives such as cultural
performances and precinct tours
Economic impacts
Showcased Australia’s home-grown
talent such as Talent Development
Project graduates and Kari Alumni
Singers; supported the next
generation of creative leaders;
positioned Sydney as a sustainable
destination through founding
membership of City of Sydney’s
Sustainable Destination Partnership.

The ICC Sydney Legacy Program was
developed on a strong foundation
of CSR infrastructure that was not
only factored into the development
of the venue’s facilities, but also
an ingrained cornerstone of the
organisation’s philosophy and service
offering to its clients. Upon the
program’s launch in January 2018, it
was an Australian first designed to
help clients deliver an impact, and
contribute to the intellectual and
cultural capital of Sydney. As part of
ICC Sydney’s overall CSR commitment
to environmental sustainability,
providing economic benefit to
local and regional producers up
and down the supply chain, and
providing tangible contributions to
the community, the Legacy Program
allows clients to reach CSR objectives
that leave a lasting legacy, long after
their event has concluded.
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IKEA Australia Buy-Back & Re-sell
Service – Inspiring A Circular Mindset
Through Prolonging Product Lifespan

2020

The IKEA furniture Buy
Back service incentivizes
customers to upcycle old
IKEA goods instead of
throwing them away.

IKEA Australia, NSW

Customers can find out the Buy Back
value of their piece of furniture by
visiting www.ikea.com.au/buyback
and following the steps online.
The value is redeemable in the
form of an IKEA voucher. The IKEA
product needs to be complete and
unmodified, returned clean and fully
assembled. The furniture will then
be resold to a new home via the
As-Is department.
Since the service was launched in
October 2019, more than 11,000
items of furniture have been returned
nationwide and we have potentially
diverted more than 110 tons of
furniture from landfill. The service
is an important step for IKEA in its
journey to become 100% circular and
climate positive in IKEA operations
by 2030. The As-Is section is where
you can view discontinued pieces,
customer returns and Buy Back
furniture at a reduced price. In
addition to items returned through
the Buy Back Service, IKEA has a
certain amount of merchandise
throughout the year that we retire,
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which ensures that we keep our
selection of products in store up-todate. That merchandise can end up
in As-Is along with seasonal products
that are left over after summer or
after the winter holidays. Products
that people have returned end up
here, like beds, desks, office chairs,
sofas, and even kitchen cabinets.
The As-Is department in any
IKEA location is constantly being
replenished and on average, products
are sold within 24 hours.
In October, Ingka Group, announced
that it would use this year’s Black
Friday as an opportunity to meet
customers’ needs in ways that
contribute to a circular economy.
For the first time in its 77-year history,
IKEA Retail stores in 27 countries will
offer to buy back thousands of pieces
of unwanted furniture and find them
new homes. The campaign will ask
customers to sell back their unwanted
IKEA furniture in the #BuyBackFriday
campaign, which will run between

24 November and 3 December.
Buying back furniture from its
customers is just one of the ways in
which Ingka Group is transforming
to promote and develop circular
services and sustainable consumption
for customers. As Australia was one
of the first market’s in the world to
introduce the Buy Back scheme, IKEA
Australia decided to offer to buy back
customer’s furniture during Buy Back
Friday at double the normal rate.

“

For Buy Back
Friday in Australia,
we wanted to launch
an iconic action that
shows our customers
how we are tackling
circularity in
our business.

”
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PFAS - A Legacy Problem

A Proven Technology

PFAS (per- and poly-fluoroalkyl
substances) are a diverse group of
synthetically produced chemicals that
are highly resistant to heat, water
and oils. From the 1950s, PFAS were
used in industrial applications and in
household products, including
non-stick cookware, food packaging,
cosmetics, sunscreen, and fabric and
carpet stain protection products

Beginning in 2014 with extensive
research and development, including
20 laboratory trials, the SourceZone
team’s vision was to remove the
greatest amount of PFAS mass from
the environment in the most
cost-effective way. This was
achieved in 2020.

Many PFAS do not break down in
the environment. They are highly
soluble and mobile, and are found in
soil, surface water and groundwater.
Dubbed ‘forever chemicals’, PFAS
are ecotoxic, bioaccumulate in many
species and are linked to health
effects in humans.
From the 1970s, firefighting foams
containing high levels of PFAS were
used extensively throughout Australia
and the world, including during
firefighting training. As a result, PFAS
contamination is common at defence
bases, emergency service facilities,
airports, petrochemical plants and
mine sites.

SourceZone® is a first-of-its-kind,
low-emissions, patented technology for
removing PFAS contamination from soil.
SourceZone was developed by Ventia — in
conjunction with CleanEarth Technologies,
Canada — after years of laboratory research
and comprehensive, full-scale trials.
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The year before, SourceZone
had been proven through the
treatment of 2,500 tonnes of clay
soil during a proof-of-performance
trial at the Australian Department
of Defence RAAF Base Edinburgh
in South Australia.
Continuing on from the
proof-of-performance trial, over
10,000 tonnes of PFAS-impacted
soil from RAAF Base Edinburgh, and
1,500 tonnes transported from RAAF
Base Williamtown, was treated.
The technology successfully removed
up to 99% of PFAS from a range
of soil concentrations and types,
including sands and clays.

2020

A Sustainable Solution
Generating less than one percent
waste, weight for weight, SourceZone
is a sustainable solution to a very
complex problem. The PFAS
removed during the process is hyperconcentrated, allowing it to be safely
managed at a licensed facility.
Beyond this, SourceZone has further
enviable sustainability credentials
Carbon dioxide emissions are 75-90%
lower using SourceZone to remove
PFAS from soil compared to using
thermal destruction. Over 99% of soil
from Edinburgh Base was re-used
as backfill onsite, eliminating the
need to purchase clean fill, as well as
the financially and environmentally
expensive cost of transportation and
off-site disposal. This also meant
that approximately 600 trucks were
kept off the roads, saving over
300 tonnes of CO2 emissions.
A further 600 tonnes of CO2  
emissions were saved by
treating the ‘assumed hazardous’
Category A soil on the site
(approximately 50% of the total soil).
Importantly, all water used in the
SourceZone process is treated and
recycled continuously through the
plant, making it a net user of water,
with no water being discharged
off-site. Additionally, noise generated
by the plant is low (LAeq 15 min <60
dB(A)), and since SourceZone is a wet
process, dust generated from soil
handling is negligible.
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Seas of Change
NPF Industry Pty Ltd, QLD

The Kon’s Covered Fisheyes,
FishEX 70 and Tom’s Fisheye
BRDs were proven through
the scientific testing to
reduce bycatch by between
37% and 44% with minimal
prawn loss
(Laird et al, 2020).

One of the most significant
sustainability challenges in trawl
fisheries is the amount of unwanted
catch called bycatch, landed with the
prawns. In tropical prawn fisheries,
bycatch is made up of numerous
marine species, many of which are a
similar size to the prawns making it
a difficult task to exclude them from
the catch. Bycatch Reduction Devices
(BRDs) have been used in the NPF to
reduce the bycatch since 2001.

Australia’s Northern Prawn Fishery
(NPF) industry prides itself on the NPF
being globally recognised as one of the
best managed and most sustainable
prawn trawl fisheries in the world.
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Co-managed between NPF Industry Pty Ltd (NPFI) and
the Australian Fisheries Management Authority (AFMA),
this unique and iconic fishery is reliant on the vision,
innovation and drive of the industry to keep sustainability
at the forefront of everything they do.
Industry is always striving to do better - for the
fishery, for the marine environment, and for the
Australian community.

BRDs are devices or net modifications
positioned near the codend (where
the catch goes) to provide an escape
route for the bycatch to exit the
net before the catch is landed.
The devices that were initially
being used achieved minimal
(>8%) bycatch reduction.
In 2015, NPF Industry Pty Ltd
(NPFI) set an ambitious target to
substantially reduce small bycatch
in the NPF by 30% in 3 years under
the NPF Bycatch Strategy 2015 –
2018. If successful, this would equate

to thousands of tonnes of small
bycatch being excluded from the
catch. Never before had such an
ambitious industry target for bycatch
reduction been set by any prawn
fishery in Australia.
NPFI engaged with NPF fishers
to design new, innovative ways to
further reduce the unwanted catch
without losing prawns. Through this
process, three devices developed
and trialled by industry at sea
were selected to undergo rigorous
scientific testing during commercial
fishing operations to determine
their effectiveness at reducing the
bycatch and to identify any impacts
on prawn catch.
The sea trials were designed and
executed in consultation with the
CSIRO and AFMA to ensure they
were scientifically robust and data
collection was independent.

The devices were approved for use
in the fishery and a phase-in began
in 2018. In 2020, the new BRDs have
been fully implemented with fishers
opting to use the Toms Fisheye,
thereby reducing bycatch by 44% in
the tiger prawn fishery.

This is the most
successful bycatch
reduction initiative in the
60-year history of the NPF
(and possibly the world!)
This industry-driven initiative has
demonstrated the importance of
engaging with fishers to address
sustainability and social license
issues. Tapping into the knowledge,
experience and expertise of
fishers was key to achieving such a
significant environmental milestone
for the fishery. The unique partnership
between industry, managers and
science on this initiative was also
a significant factor in successfully
executing and achieving the vision of
the NPF Bycatch Strategy.
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Arkadia
Breathe Architecture in partnership with DKO Architecture, Oculus, VIC

Community

Architecture

Arkadia is a result of considered
community engagement and a
holistic approach to creating a
meaningful and accessible space
for Alexandria locals. To strengthen
community Arkadia is broken into
four buildings cleverly composed to
encourage neighbours to get to know
one another. This is done through
micro-communities with only 7-8
apartments on each level and each
building being serviced by its own
stair and core.

DKO + Breathe felt strongly about
creating a sense of place within
Arkadia. The design focuses on
creating shared experiences with
an integration of green space via
communal areas within the building.
The entire building skin is designed
not just as a memory of the industrial
history of the site but as a beacon
to a low carbon future. Externally,
Arkadia is made from recycled bricks
that have been articulated with deep
reveals and solar shading to the north
and west with windows that allow
cross ventilation while avoiding full
summer sun penetration. Arkadia is
one of Australia’s largest recycled
brick buildings. Arkadia heralds a
new wave of large-scale residential
developments that bring together
the best of community, sustainability
and good design.

Environment

The project is founded
on three key design
pillars: Community,
Environment and
Architecture.

2020

Climate change is the single biggest
issue facing humanity in the 21st
century. Arkadia is fossil fuel free –
there is no gas plumbed into the site.
The entire project is 100% electric
allowing for an entirely renewable,
carbon free energy source to power
a highly efficient building.

At its heart Arkadia is about ecological
sustainability and social sustainability.
DKO Architecture, Breathe
Architecture and Oculus began the
design process by researching a series
of considerations that questioned
the nature of multi-residential
development in Australia.
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How BioPak Is Driving
Sustainability in Retail

2020

Experimentation and
innovation are the
driving forces behind
BioPak’s mission to
create sustainable,
environmentally-friendly
packaging, but the
success of this goal is
a collaborative effort.

Biopak, NSW

BioCane products are made from
a by-product of the sugar refining
industry that would have otherwise
been burned. Transforming an output
that is currently considered waste into
a valuable input for another process
provides significant environmental
benefits. As the fresh produce
industry moves to become more
sustainable, growers, packers and
retailers are looking for alternatives
to plastic packaging.

BioPak’s vision is a
world without waste.
Their mission is to lead
the market and inspire
more people to join them
driving change in the
global journey towards
a circular economy.
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When we buy a product, we also
buy any waste associated with the
product. Plastic consumption is
running rampant and polluting our
planet at a scale that has never
been seen before. It is BioPak’s goal
to provide a solution to the plastic
crisis we’re facing and empower all
businesses with a need for
single-use takeaway packaging to
switch to compostable packaging
and take advantage of composting
infrastructure as part of a commitment
to sustainable business practices.

In 2020, BioPak has been helping
supermarkets reduce their use of
single-use plastics and implement
closed-loop solutions with BioPak
carbon-neutral moulded sugarcane
pulp packaging that is certified
compostable and recyclable
instead. Their BioCane range
presents a massive opportunity to
replace produce packaging made
from conventional plastic with
compostable BioCane packaging
made from sugarcane pulp.

BioPak designed Woolworths
produce and bakery trays with
sugarcane pulp to reduce the amount
of regular plastic sold by Woolworths,
BioPak also supplies sugarcane pulp
trays to a number of Woolworth's
fresh fruit and vegetable packers and
producers like Hydro Produce, Costa
Group and Kapiris Brothers.
This is not simple, as fresh produce
puts many demands on its packaging.
It has to be sturdy to protect the
product so it lasts longer, it has to
be moisture repellent and able to
withstand the rigours of the
cold-chain and lastly it has to look
good for the consumer.

The BioCane impact continues
with other innovative solutions
across the retail environment with
a compostable tableware picnic
range, 4 and 6 pack can holders
and a 6 pack oyster tray. It has been
a collaborative effort with a huge
investment in time and finances from

all parties. Woolworths has recently
set the BioCane tomato punnet
design as their new standard for all
their tomato producers nationally.
Experimentation and innovation are
the driving forces behind BioPak’s
mission to create sustainable,
environmentally-friendly packaging,
but the success of this goal is a
collaborative effort. This is the
blueprint for doing business in the
future, for the future – bringing more
and more partner businesses on the
journey with BioPak and working
together with industries to accelerate
the transition to a sustainable, global
circular economy.
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Resource Recovery Partnerships:
The Foundations of a Circular Economy

2020

Together Officeworks and WBGS are
literally taking (potential waste) and
giving it a new lift that is distributed
across the entire community.

World’s Biggest Garage Sale in partnership with Officeworks, QLD

As a part of their sustainability
and community strategy, Positive
Difference Plan 2025, which
sets commitments to reduce the
company’s environmental impact,
they were looking for solutions that
would enable their team to divert
these products from landfill.
It has been a perfect fit with World’s
Biggest Garage Sale, whose mission
is to activate the circular economy
and dormant goods for good as a
way to make purposeful profit that
creates a positive impact on people
and the planet.
To date, WBGS has delivered:

$2.2 million

of social value to the global
economy by diverting

World’s Biggest Garage Sale and
Officeworks have formed a strong
partnership which sees returned and
imperfect products from Officeworks
taken through a resource recovery
process of repairing and repurposing,
thereby transforming waste into
saleable products.

This is part of Officeworks journey to become a zero-waste
business. Officeworks are committed to selling quality
home and office furniture, but inevitably there is a small
amount that may be unfit for sale due to damage incurred
whilst in transit that would typically need to be disposed
of in the landfill bin.

4.3

million
kgs

of potential landfill
which has also
preserved close to

1 billion litres
of water
and prevented

594 CO2
thousand
kgs of

from entering Earth's atmosphere
through the decreased demand on
our natural resources that production
and consumption requires.
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The partnership between Officeworks
and WBGS has taken product
stewardship and resource recovery
to the next level, it uniquely
demonstrates how major national
retailers can partner with small social
enterprises to mutually benefit both
stakeholders while deepening each
business’ connection to the local
community, and giving them the
power to create even greater change
and impact for the circular economy
and Sustainable Development Goals.
As Market Makers, WBGS are doing
the “hard stuff”, activating dormant
goods long before they go to landfill
and also seeing the value in what
others typically consider waste and
demonstrating there is a consumer
market ready for this.

This partnership is ground-breaking
in its dynamic, goals and the broader
impact it has created. In addition
to diverting potential landfill,
revolutionising people’s relationship
with stuff, and having positive
social and environmental impact,
the partnership and support of
Officeworks has helped WBGS grow.
As a result the business has created
job opportunities for marginalised
and vulnerable Australians. 50%
of WBGS’ workforce is now made
up of vulnerable Australians. This
gives vulnerable members of our
community the chance to upskill, feel
valued and like they belong to a part
of a movement.
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Yume Food
Yume Food, VIC

Their solutions have focused on
redistributing edible food for use in
its current state. This has required
significant re-education: for suppliers
to be comfortable to release stock
and for buyers to change their
perception of surplus food and see
it as an opportunity to reduce input
costs and procure sustainably.

Yume is a fast growing,
award-winning, social
enterprise which has
built an online
marketplace where
suppliers can list
stranded surplus
food and sell it to
commercial buyers
in the food industry.
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Despite having saved more than
2,300 tonnes of food from going
to waste, the Yume team is still
shocked every day by wasteful
business practices but are also
energised by the consignments they
save and redistribute.

Yume is the first Australian B2B online
marketplace of its kind, and one of
only three organisations utilising
technology to drive revolutionary
change in the food industry doing
this around the world.
Yume is driving revolutionary change
in the food system through finding
innovative solutions for market
imbalances, thought leadership,
innovative collaborations across
the supply chain and customised
technology and service solutions
for the food industry.

Yume has diverted
2,300 tonnes of food
from going to waste.

An achievement close to Yume’s
heart is the sale of 550,000 sachets
of yellowfin tuna. A Tasmanian
primary producer had produced
unlabelled 50g sachets of tuna in
oil that were intended to go into a
ready made salad pack at one of
the major retailers. The product was
discontinued and the producer was
left with 550,000 sachets, all of them
unlabelled and therefore unable
to be retailed.

In doing so, the award-winning
social enterprise has saved
158.7 million litres of water and
prevented 4,600 tonnes of carbon
dioxide from being released into
the atmosphere.

Yume was moved by the story and
embraced the challenge; they did
a lot of people-powered outreach
and got creative reaching out to our
social media followers for ideas and
connections. Yume successfully sold
every sachet and gave a valuable
return to the supplier.
Amongst the buyers, Yume sold the
stock to a large retailer in NSW who
bundled and labelled the sachets and
sold it in their stores with the story
attached and a buying group bought
it to sell it to their school community.
A total of 27.5 tonnes of edible food
in plastic diverted from landfill.

Yume’s efforts have been widely
recognised by private and public
institutions; in 2019 Yume founder
Katy Barfield was the winner of the
prestigious AFR Women of Influence
Award for Business & Entrepreneur.
In 2017, the Telstra Business
Women Victorian For Purpose
and Social Enterprise.
Katy has also led Yume into winning
the UK Tech Rocketship Award Feeding the Nation Category and
three prestigious Victorian Premier’s
Sustainability Awards for developing
Australia’s first commercial online
marketplace for quality surplus food.
Katy has also been listed in the 2019
Kochie’s Business Insider & Google
Ads Top 10 Power list.
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Reef Restoration and Innovation
Reef Ecologic in partnership with Museum of Underwater Art,
Tropwater (James Cook University), QLD

Reef Ecologic is a
learning and teaching
organisation that is
inspired by the quote

“

Reef Ecologic Pty Ltd, a Queensland company
with a vision for ‘a better planet’ has been
independently assessed as one of the world’s
leading marine environment consultancies
for environmental performance.

Reef Ecologic is a small business that
collaborates with artists, scientists,
community, students, tourism,
indigenous and government on projects
that cover research, restoration,
sustainability and education in the
Great Barrier Reef region.
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The work of Reef Ecologic is
changing the underwater and
reef world and is directly relevant to
Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure
(SDG 9), Climate Action (SDG 13),
Life Below Water (SDG 14) and
Partnerships (SDG 17).
Reef Ecologic make a positive
difference one person at a time
and have trained over 1000 people.
They make a positive difference
partnering with approximately 50
organisations with similar values
for reef science, stewardship and
sustainability. Innovative projects
such as The Museum of Underwater
Art (MOUA) are the first of their kind
in the southern hemisphere and
aim to make a transformational
difference for the local community,
state and Australia.

The global interest in innovative
projects has been enormous with
over 400 articles and a reach of over
184 million people.
The attraction has also saved several
Great Barrier Reef dive businesses
that had been closed by COVID19
and now are thriving with a unique
attraction that is predicted to increase
knowledge about reef health, culture
and create 182 direct and indirect
jobs and a $42 million dollar boost
to the economy.

Never doubt that
a small group of
thoughtful citizens
can change the
world; indeed it is
the only thing
that ever has.

”

Margaret Mead

These projects have been life
and game changing for many
organisations and individuals at
social and economic levels and have
started to improve local reef health at
degraded sites damaged by cyclones
and coral bleaching events.
Reef Ecologic has created a legacy
that is diverse covering political,
environmental, social, technological,
economic and legal factors that are
making a positive difference for the
Great Barrier Reef and communities.

Reef Ecologic partnered with James
Cook University and many tourism
businesses and NGO's to pioneer
small-scale innovative reef restoration
programs across four of the Great
Barrier Reef between Port Douglas
and the Whitsunday Islands.

WINNER
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UAG Bio Nutrients
Unsurpassed Australian Grown Bio Nutrients Limited, NSW

UAG’s legacy is based on delivering
its vision: To feed the world from waste
to plate Healthily, Profitably, Sustainably.

If the world’s going to address climate
change, deliver against the United
Nations 17 Sustainable Development
Goals, build healthy clean sustainable
soils and grow healthy clean food for
ourselves and for future generations,
then we need to rethink how we see
organic food, garden, crop, cattle,
pig and chook wastes and sewerage.
The organic waste problem is huge.
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In Australia alone 5 million tonnes
of food ends up in landfill each year.
Our unique patented process delivers
sustainable profitability using
organic waste to create multiple
income streams, focussed on clean
energy and high value organic
fertiliser – this is green infrastructure.

It is a four stage process
and it works.
1. Preparation
2. Anaerobic digestation
3. Vermiculture
4. Processing + packaging
Through smarter technology, UAG
has reduced the capital cost and
increased the outputs from anaerobic
digestion and vermiculture.

Our refined process significantly
increases efficiency over existing
systems. Put simply, our process
mines organic waste to deliver:
•
•
•

•

Emissions reduction
Renewable energy to support 		
wind and solar
Organic fertiliser for rebuilding
our farmlands to produce
healthy food
Long term employment on every
project UAG uses its
laboratories and small scale test
and demonstration facility to 		
optimise the design for every 		
organic source material.

The results are independently
verified by the Environmental
Analysis Laboratory at Southern
Cross University. UAG’s operating
structure is designed to build
circular economies, based on project
joint ventures to provide security
of supply of waste and long term
off-take agreements with our business
partners in each project, from farmers
to councils.
The process design is modular and
scalable, so UAG can expand each
project against secure waste supply
and fertiliser and power off-take
agreements, as acceptance and
demand builds. Every stage
of the UAG process is mounted in
the same steel modules, lowering
costs and making staged expansion
cost effective.

And UAG’s process and operating
structure delivers against
the following United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 Zero Hunger
6 Clean Water and Sanitation
7 Affordable and Clean energy
9 Industry Innovation
and Infrastructure
11 Sustainable Cities
and Communities
12 Responsible Production
and Consumption
15 Life on Land.

For UAG, delivery means economic
outcomes and delivery of goods and
services to deliver a low carbon, high
growth and climate resilient economy.
Put simply, squeaky clean food needs
squeaky clean soil. UAG delivers that
soil, working from the soil and the
crop back – ‘designer fertilisers’.
This is a global play, with an
immediate sales pipeline in
Australia requiring $500M in capital
across 6 projects. UAG also has
interest from a number of countries
for territory partnerships.
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eWater Systems - Hygiene That
Doesn’t Cost The Earth

It does this by moving production
away from carbon heavy factories
and supply chains to an innovative
technology installed on site like
having your own ‘mini’ factory.

eWater Systems Pty Ltd, VIC

eWater avoids the wasteful
supply chain of synthetic chemical
production including the discarded
toxic waste water and plastic
packaging. Electrolysed Water
is accepted by the Therapeutic
Goods Administration as a hard
surface disinfectant effective against
COVID-19, US FDA and EPA,
Japanese Ministry of Health, NHS
UK, WELL International and HACCP,
AQIS, Australian Organics / USA.

eWater Sustainable Hygiene
Solutions are produced by applying
an electrical charge to a mixture of
ordinary tap water and salt. Known
as electrolysis, this process splits the
salt & water mixture creating two
highly effective and remarkably safe
solutions on opposing ends of the
pH scale: Sodium Hydroxide
for highly efficient cleaning and
degreasing and Hypochlorous Acid
for powerful antimicrobial disinfecting
and sanitising.

2020

Internationally known for
commercialising electrolysed water
products in commercial settings
with now over 600 installations in
Australia such as the Opera House,
Taronga Zoo, Sydney Convention
Centre, CBA, MCG, Rockpool &
Burger Projects, childcare, Aged care,
Hospitals and many other iconic sites,
this sustainable hygiene technology
is transforming how businesses buy,
use and dispose of cleaning and
sanitation products.

eWater is non-toxic, leaves behind
no waste and does no harm to the
environment or people. It is an
elegant circular economy solution
that designs out waste & keeps
clean water in use.

“

We couldn’t see our
business operating
without eWater.

”

Neil Perry, AM Culinary
& Brands Director of the
ROCKPOOL DINING GROUP

Other benefits include:
•
•
•

Hygiene is the cornerstone of modern society which
increasingly comes at a heavy environmental cost.
The UN has declared the rise of chemicals to be an
urgent environmental issue that is critical to achievement
of the SDG’s. The global chemical industry exceeded
AUD$7 trillion in 2017 with consumption and production
projected to double by 2030. Hygiene is not as clean
as it looks.

eWater Systems reimagines
modern hygiene with disruptive
sustainable technology enabling
business to make safe, natural
and highly effective cleaning,
disinfecting and sanitising
solutions, on site and on demand.

•
•

eWater Systems are winners of the Victorian
Premiers Recognition Award and Premiers
Award for The Most Innovative Product as
well as winners of Fine Food and Food
and Beverage Awards.
We are proudly an accredited Benefit
Corporation and 3 times winner of B Corp
Best for the World - Environment
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•
•
•
•
•

Cost savings for up to 95% for 		
chemicals replaced
Replacement of up to 80% of 		
synthetic chemicals per site
Replaced over 83,706,480 		
litres of packaged chemicals 		
to date
Replaced approximately 111 		
million plastic spray bottles
Providing cost saving of over 		
$8m for our customers
Sanitiser proven to extend shelf
life of fresh produce
Biodegradable and grey water 		
recycling safe
Reusable consumables
No negative impact on human 		
health or skin
Fragrance free, colourant free, 		
synthetic chemical free good 		
for business, good for people 		
and good for the environment.
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PumpFree Energy
Innovation And Disruption

But what if we could reduce this waste
and turn what’s left into a resource,
a renewable form of energy!
PumpFree Energy is a cleantech
company that does just that.

PumpFree Energy, NSW

Fried food tastes great, right!
It’s delicious and around 16 million
fast-food meals are served up in
Australia each week. Globally, around
50 million burgers are sold each
day. It’s no wonder that on average
each person produces about 8kgs of
grease waste per year.
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This creates a problem. Unfortunately,
oil and water don’t mix, just one litre
of oil can contaminate a million litres
of water. There are two forms
of waste oil that come from
commercial kitchens - the oil from
the fryers and the oil that goes into
the grease traps.

The fryer oil or Used Cooking Oil
(UCO) is collected in trucks, clarified
and then sold for reuse. However,
the grease trap oil or Fats, Oils and
Greases (FOG), is largely disposed
of via soil application which creates
methane emissions. And if the grease
trap doesn’t work well, FOG can go
into the sewers combining with other
waste to form ‘fatbergs’ causing
blockages and significant pollution.

Treating FOG from grease traps
requires discharge and treatment at
an expensive liquid waste treatment
plant. Our technology avoids that
stage, our trucks extract a cleaner
waste oil that's easy to turn into
biofuel and the water we leave
behind in the grease trap is 54%
cleaner than traditional methods.
Our solution provides a circular
approach to commercial kitchen
waste and has been independently
measured to reduce:
•

Biochemical Oxygen
Demand (BOD)

•

Amount of organic contamination
in the water by 54%,

•

Suspended Solids (SS) by
up to 75% and,

•

Reduce the amount of Fats
Oils and Grease (FOGs) going
to sewer by up to 65%.

Through our world-first technology,
PumpFree reduces the amounts of Fats,
Oils, and Greases (FOG) going to the
sewer from commercial kitchens and
transforms what’s left into biofuel.

Because PumpFree collects only 25%
of the volume that most liquid waste
services collect, we’re able to service
more sites with only one vehicle. This
equates to less disruptive vehicles
on-site and fewer trucks on the road.

“

We believe in the
PumpFree team
and their business
so much, we decided
to invest, and
became shareholders.

”

2020

Tim and Peter, Hearl Group,
KFC franchisees.

Our patented technology has also
been independently verified
across Australia, Netherlands, UK
and USA and what we have is a
world-first innovation. PumpFree
Energy is actively working on
advancing 6 of the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals
and as we grow we plan to address
even more.
However, the truly remarkable part
about this innovative approach to
solving this problem is that consumers
don’t need to change a thing. They
can enjoy the same meals as they
did before, no behaviour change is
required, simply by eating at a venue
that uses PumpFree Energy their hot
chips can now have a positive impact
on the environment.
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WasteMaster Food Waste Conversion
For Positive Climate Action
Green Eco Technologies, VIC

When food waste is sent to landfill
it generates methane which is many
times more damaging to our climate
than CO2.
Green Eco Technologies, (GET),
wanted to take urgent climate
action in support of Sustainable
Development Goal 13, by reducing
future damaging emissions from food
and other organic waste.
As a solution to this problem, GET
identified an innovative and clean
technology that could be used in
a compact processing system for
converting organic waste on site,
preventing both the emissions of
methane in landfill and the CO2
from transport to take it there.
The Melbourne-headquartered
company has developed a unique,
organic waste processing system,
the WasteMaster, to help businesses
reduce their environmental impact
while also reducing their costs.

Food waste has a major impact on
our climate, the global environment,
and the world population.
According to the Australian
Government’s Department of the
Environment and Energy, in Australia
alone, over three million tonnes of
food is wasted by consumers ea ch year
with an additional 2.2 million tonnes
being generated and thrown away by
the commercial and industrial sector.
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2020

The additional benefit of this
innovative technology is the capability
it provides to harvest maximum
value from unavoidable waste,
responsibly managing and conserving
this resource rather than wasting it
and working towards Sustainable
Development Goal 12 for responsible
consumption and production. The
WasteMaster reduces organic waste
to a much smaller quantity of storable
and pathogen-free residual material
which can be repurposed for new
beneficial resources.

Underpinning GET’s WasteMaster
system development was the
intention to change attitudes
and behaviour towards both wasting
food and reusing food waste to
sustainably contribute to responsible
resource management.
To help businesses to reduce their
waste, the WasteMaster incorporates
4G-linked diagnostics, providing
accurate data about the weight of
food waste loaded and the amount
of valuable residue remaining,
to support waste reduction and
sustainability reporting.
Businesses using the WasteMaster
have reported positive changes in
attitudes to wasting food. The system
has also been developed with in-built
remote communication so that the
waste processing of any WasteMaster
system in the world can be viewed
and managed in real time.

To date, GET has diverted over one
and a half million kgs of food waste
from landfill globally and research
from Deakin University has shown
that using the WasteMaster reduces
CO2 equivalent emissions by 84%
when compared to disposal in landfill,
including all associated impacts.
It has been calculated that every
tonne of food waste processed by the
WasteMaster prevents the generation
of 1.5 tonnes of greenhouse gas.
The WasteMaster is now being
used in hotels, hospitals, multi-use
developments, shopping centres,
markets, educational institutions and
elsewhere, focusing the attention of
businesses worldwide on the quantity
and impacts of their food waste,
while also helping them to take
positive climate action.

For every 500kg of food or other organic waste loaded,
the WasteMaster outputs approximately 100kg of residue
and a tonne of WasteMaster
organic waste residue has the
potential to create enough
green energy to power
100+ homes for a day.
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Piping Hot Australia
Piping Hot Australia, NSW

Piping Hot has
demonstrated the ability
to produce affordable
sustainable products that
protect oceans by reducing
plastic pollution, saving
water and reducing waste.

Piping Hot has been dedicated to
families and the ocean for decades
as a heritage surf brand distributed
exclusively at Target Australia.
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Born from a love of the ocean,
Piping Hot is determined to make
sustainable fashion affordable and
to protect our oceans.

In 2016, the UN’s World Ocean
Assessment found that much of
the ocean is seriously degraded,
with plastic pollution and other
contaminants impacting its structure
and function. At the same time,
evidence has been stacking up
on the devastating environmental
impact of the fashion industry. The
Piping Hot team has decided that
finding innovative ways to protect
oceans and transform the fashion
industry is vital. With national
distribution across more than 200
stores in Australia Piping Hot saw
an opportunity to provide more
sustainable options for Australian
families. There's an expectation that
sustainable fashion comes with a
premium price, making it out of reach
for many. There are also few options
for kids, although many kids are
passionate about ocean protection.

Identifying the urgency in addressing
ocean threats of plastic pollution
and climate change, Piping Hot
are particularly motivated to create
scalable solutions for clean oceans.
By implementing scalable solutions
for sustainable products, Piping
Hot will meet its goal, with 100%
of products made with sustainable
materials by July 2021. Affordable
prices and sustainable credentials
are proving attractive to international
retailers looking to service the needs
of lower income families. Given the
impact of the COVID pandemic this
seems more relevant than ever. In
2020, Piping Hot launched in China
and Japan and are exploring options
to expand into the US and European
markets. The brand stands alongside
Australians who have already joined
in the fight for clean oceans.
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Sponsor of the Minister’s Award
for the Environment

The Department of Agriculture, Water and the
Environment is delighted once again to sponsor the
Minister’s Award for the Environment to celebrate
outstanding contributions by Australians for a clean,
healthy and sustainable environment.
We all know that 2020 was a challenging year for
everyone and yet groups and individuals across
Australia have continued their work in protecting
our native plants, animals and ecosystems as well as
coming up with innovative ways to reduce waste and
tackle climate change.
After the Black Summer bushfires there was a
significant increase in on-ground work by dedicated
organisations and individuals to recover habitat and
map the impact of the fires on wildlife. Traditional
Owners have been an essential part of this process
and have shared their considerable knowledge in
land management and working on Country.
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I congratulate the 2020 finalists for the Minister’s
Award on your commitment to Australia’s
environment and sustainable development during
such a difficult year. The case studies show that
there are many innovative and visionary projects
happening across Australia which are sure
to inspire others.
The department is part of a whole-of-government
approach to the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development and its Sustainable Development
Goals. We congratulate the Banksia Foundation
on helping to measure Australia’s progress
against the goals by integrating them into
these sustainability awards.

2020

Sponsor of the Banksia Small Business Award

Australia Post has been a sponsor of the Banksia
Awards for over 10 years. We’re proud of our
long-term partnership and shared vision for more
sustainable business practices.
In January this year we co-authored a whitepaper
with the Banksia Foundation titled Small Business
Sustainability in a COVID-19 world. This is
the second whitepaper we have released in
partnership with the Banksia Foundation,
especially for small businesses.
Small businesses are the engine-room of our
economy and one of Australia Post’s largest
customer groups. We are a big business working in
partnership with small businesses and we appreciate
how important sustainability is to long-term small
business success.

Australia Post’s approach to sustainability is
underpinned by the UN Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs), and we believe addressing these
goals is critical to seeing our customers,
communities and our own organisation prosper
and become more inclusive.
Australia Post has been at the heart of Australian
communities for more than 210 years, connecting
them to each other and the world. As Australia’s
leading logistics, postal and integrated services
business, we’re uniquely positioned to deliver
inclusive and sustainable prosperity. Our 20202022 Corporate Responsibility Plan sets out our
objectives to achieve this. You can download a
copy and read more about our approach at
https://auspost.com.au/CR

At a time when the impact of COVID-19 has sent
shockwaves through the foundations of many
businesses, we recognise that now more than
ever, small businesses need to be considering how
they can be sustainable and resilient, so they can
continue to service their customers and grow their
business now and in the future.
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Sponsor of the Banksia Medium Business Award

First things first — at Currie, we see the possible.
We are sustainability strategists, brokers
and storytellers.
We are working towards a better tomorrow —
a kinder, fairer and safer future for all.  A future that
connects people with the land, their food,
the world around them, and with one another.
We are not the heroes of this story. The leaders
we work with, such as the Banksia Foundation,
are — the ones who aren’t afraid to start difficult
conversations about complex challenges we
need to solve together.

We simply give them voice in their mission for
sustainable development.
As a proudly certified B Corporation and a
participant in the United Nations Global Compact,
Currie’s goal is to harness the power of business to
make a positive impact on people and nature.  
We are the consultancy for people and organisations
that sustain life on our plan.

EY is a global leader in Assurance, Tax, Transactions
and Advisory services. We are 250,000 people based
in 728 offices in over 150 countries. We serve some
of the best known public and private companies
around the globe and have helped our clients realise
their potential for over 100 years.
At EY there are four things that we believe
set us apart - our:
Purpose - Building a better working world is the
meaning behind the daily activities of our 230,800
people in member firms in more than 160 countries
Global integration – Most professional services
organisations are a loose collection of national
practices. This is outdated in today’s world and
not in keeping with what clients need. At EY we
understand this and over the years, have realigned
our organisation to become the most globalised,
integrated professional services organisation in
mindset, actions and structure. This means we have
a unique structure that enables us to assemble
cross-border teams more quickly and efficiently, who
deliver the same consistent service, using the same
global practices, no matter where you do business.
Culture - We know that in a competitive
environment, models and services can be replicated
— but culture is unique. At the heart of Vision 2020
is a culture of high-performance teaming.
This means having the very best people and having
them team across the world better than anyone else
to deliver exceptional client service.
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To achieve this we invest in including, developing
and engaging all of our people. This means we
attract and retain the best talent and therefore
can offer the highest quality of insight and
service to clients.
Commitment to entrepreneurs – Growth and
innovation in the world is increasingly being driven
through entrepreneurship. We are committed
to entrepreneurs and are the clear leader with
entrepreneurial companies and the only ‘Big 4’ with
a consistent, time-tested, global strategy focused
on high growth companies through our Strategic
Growth Markets (SGM) programs (Entrepreneur
of the Year, IPO and Venture Capital, including
private equity). By taking advantage of our unique
relationship with world entrepreneurs, we have
developed propriety methodologies like Exceptional
Enterprise and IPO Readiness which benefit our
wider client base. Our unique methodologies,
together with our breadth and depth of experience,
make us the undisputed advisor to entrepreneurs.
EY is currently revising its strategy around corporate
social responsibility, sustainability and the
Sustainable Development Goals. EY has globally
committed to being carbon neutral from 2020.
The Australian offices have strong commitments
towards inclusiveness, indigenous reconciliation and
giving through EY Foundation, which will be built
into our revised strategy.
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2019
Minister’s Award for the Environment
Substation33, QLD
Banksia Research & Academia Award
Monash University Master of Environment and
Sustainability, VIC

Our world is ever-changing – and with it, comes
growing pains. A growing population means we’re
using more resources and leaving a bigger footprint
on the environment. Finding new ways to make
better use of our natural resources isn’t easy, but
we’re up to the task. For over 150 years, SUEZ has
led the way in delivering environmental services
for businesses, governments and communities.
Whether its treating and re-using wastewater or
generating renewable energy from waste, our
experts are embracing the power of innovation to
help shape a sustainable environment.
As a key player working for economic, environmental
and social progress, SUEZ established its 20172021 Sustainable Development Roadmap which
strongly aligns with the United Nation’s Sustainable
Development Goals. In many ways, SUEZ has a role
to play in all goals and targets and therefore we
have focused our efforts on areas aligned with our
core activities in resource management and where
we can be a driving force. In particular, we have

pledged to be a driving force in the areas of water
and sanitation, responsible consumption and climate
action whether its doubling the volume of recycled
plastics, increasing the production of secondary
raw materials and renewable energy or helping
our teams and customers to reduce their
greenhouse gas emissions.
We are also looking for new ways to keep waste
and micropollutants from the oceans and improving
water quality. Here in Australia, Zeeweed technology
is helping to purify 100 million litres a day of
wastewater that flows out to the oceans near the
Great Barrier Reef but we know there’s more we
can do. We are also forming new community
partnerships to improve education and help protect
life below water. With Taronga Conservation Society
Australia, we’re funding programs to rehabilitate
marine turtles have been injured because of marine
debris in the ocean.
Read more about our contribution at suez.com.au

Banksia Community Award
Tiny Trowel, VIC
Banksia Govenrment Award
Mary Cairncross Scenic Reserve - BioBlitz 2019
by Sunshine Coast Council, QLD
Banksia Indigenous Award
“Littlewell” Mingenew Aboriginal Reserve Group
in partnership with Thomas Cameron. Indigenous
Community Volunteer, Lotterywest, Woolworth
and Mingenew Shire, WA
Banksia Large Business Award
Digital Owl - Saving Our Species with Drones
and Artificial Intelligence by Fujitsu Australia
Limited in partnership with Saving our Species NSW Government, NSW
Banksia Medium Business Award
Our People And Planet Program by
Fun Over Fifty, QLD
Banksia Not For Profit & NGO Award
Building Better: Driving Sustainability
In Infrastructure by ISCA – Infrastructure
Sustainability Council of Australia, NSW
Banksia Small Business Award
How Now Dairy, VIC
Walk a Little Lighter by Spell & The Gypsy, NSW
Banksia Gold Award
ISCA – Infrastructure Sustainability Council of
Australia, NSW
-

2018
Minister’s Award for the Environment
Greening Australia, QLD
Banksia Research & Academia Award
Monash Sustainable Development Institute, VIC

The Pimpama River Conservation Area is located on
the southern bank of the Pimpama River and borders
the Southern Moreton Bay Marine Park and
a Ramsar listed wetland.

Banksia Community Award
The NatureMapr Network in partnership with
Atlas of Life in the Coastel Wilderness, NSW
Banksia Govenrment Award
Lord Howe Island - Board Protecting Paradise,
Lord Howe Island Board, NSW
Banksia Indigenous Award
Revitalising Remote West Arnhem, Warddeken
Land Management LTD, NT
Banksia Individual Award
Teaspoon of Change, d’Arcy Lunn, SA
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Banksia Large BusinessAward
Restoring Australia, Officeworks in partnership
with Greening Australia, VIC

Banksia Sustainable Cities Award
Fitzroy Gardens Redevelopment by
City of Melbourne

Bank Australia Conservation Reserve Ten Year
Strategy 'Reimagining the Future', Bank Australia
in partnership with Greening Australia and
Trust for Nature, VIC

Banksia Sustainable and Resilient
Communities Award
Reaching 100% with Australia’s First
Commercially Operating Community Mini Grid by
Totally Renewable Yackandandah in partnership
with AusNet Services, VIC

Banksia Media Award
Blue the Film, in partnership with the
Living Blue Guide
Banksia Medium Award
Biopak's Commitment to the Circular Economy,
Biopak, NSW
Glamcorner, NSW
Banksia Not For Profit & NGO Award
Green Star by Green Building Council
of Australia, Green Building Council
of Australia, NSW
Banksia Small Business Award
Crystal Creek Meadow, NSW
Banksia Gold Award
Lord Howe Island - Board Protecting Paradise,
Lord Howe Island Board, NSW
-

2017
Minister’s Award for the Environment
Sundrop Farms, SA
Banksia Communication for Change Award
War on Waste by KEO Films Australia in
partnership with Screen Australia, ABCTV and
ScreenNSW, NSW
Banksia Food for Sustainable Thought Award
Cullen Wines, WA
Banksia Indigenous Leadership for
Sustainability Award
Winya Indigenous Furniture Pty Ltd, NSW
Banksia Large Business Sustainability
Leadership Award
AccorHotels, NSW
Banksia Leadership in the Circular
Economy Award
Yarra Valley Water – Converting Waste to
Energy, VIC
Banksia Natural Capital Award
Murray-Darling Basin Balanced Water Fund by
The Nature Conservancy Australia in partnership
with Murray-Darling Wetlands Working Group
and Kilter Rural, VIC
Banksia Small to Medium Business
Sustainability Leadership Award
Austral Fisheries, WA
Banksia Smart Award
Sundrop Farms, SA

Banksia Gold Award
War on Waste by KEO Films Australia in
partnership with Screen Australia, ABCTV and
ScreenNSW, NSW
-

2016
The Environment Minister’s AwardCommunity Environmental Leadership
Dr Tony Parkers, NSW
The Environment Minister’s AwardResearch & Science
Feral Scan by the Invasive Animals Cooperative
Research Centre, ACT
Banksia International Award
Professor Ove Hoegh-Guldberg, Australia
Banksia Communication for Change Award
John West Australia: Committed to a Sustainable
Seafood Future, VIC
Banksia Food for Sustainable Thought Award
Natural Evolution, QLD
Banksia Indigenous Leadership for
Sustainability Award
AshOil, WA
Banksia Large Business Sustainability
Leadership Award
Kathmandu
Banksia Leadership in the Circular
Economy Award
TIC Group, VIC
Banksia Mindful Movement Award
Sendle, NSW
Banksia Natural Capital Award
The Yarra Yarra Biodiversity Corridor by Carbon
Neutral in Partnership with Auscarbon, WA
Banksia Small to Medium Business
Sustainability Leadership Award
The Farmer’s Place, VIC
Banksia Smart Award
Infratech Industries, NSW
Banksia Sustainable Cities Award
The 202020 Vision
Banksia Sustainable and Resilient
Communities Award
The Manymak Energy Efficiency Project
Consortium, NT
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Banksia International Award
Professor Ove Hoegh-Guldberg, Director, Global
Change Institute and Professor of Marine Science
at The University of Queensland

Education for Sustainability
The Liveability Real Estate Framework- Training
and Tools for the Next Generation of Real Estate
LJ Hooker Corporate, NSW

Water - Our Most Precious Resource Award
Restoring the balance - The Hattah Lakes
environmental watering program Mallee
Catchment Management Authority, VIC

-

Indigenous Leadership for Sustainability
Indigenous Biocultural Knowledge (IBK) Working
Group ACEAS, NSW

Agriculture and Food - From Paddock to Plate
Sustainably AwardFrom Paddock to Plate to Paddock Cecconi's
Cantina, VIC

2015
Education for Sustainability Award
ResourceSmart Schools by Sustainability
Victoria, VIC

The GE Eco Innovation Award for
Individual Excellence
Professor Veena Sahajwalla - The Eco
Alchemist - The University of New South
Wales, NSW
The GPT Group Community Grant
Bookend Trust, TAS
Banksia Gold Award
Target 100 - Meat & Livestock Australia, NSW

Corporation, VIC
Large Business Sustainability
Fuji Xerox Australia - Fuji Xerox, Australia

Education
Earth Hour Australia - WWF Australia
(Partners - Fairfax Media, Leo Burnett)

Small and Medium Enterprises
Business Sustainability
A Family Commitment to Sustainability Taylors Wines, NSW

Indigenous
“NAILSMA Dugong and Marine Turtle Project”
- North Australian Indigenous Land and Sea
Management Alliance (Partners - Cooperative
Research Centre for Tropical Savannas
Management, Kimberley Land Council,
Northern Land Council, Carpentaria Land
Council Aboriginal Corporation, Cape York
Balkanu Development Corporation, Torres
Strait Regional Authority)

Agriculture and Food
Project Catalyst - The Coca-Cola Foundation,
Reef Catchments, WWF, QLD

Food for Sustainable Thought Award
Australian Dairy Industry Council, VIC

Environment Minister's Award for a
Cleaner Environment
Millicent Mill's Commitment to a Sustainable
Regional Community Kimberly-Clark Australia
and New Zealand, SA

Indigenous Leadership for Sustainability Award
Lirrwi Yolngu Tourism Aboriginal Corporation, NT
Innovator of the Year Award

Natural Capital		
Tasmanian Midlands Bush Heritage Australia, VIC
In partnership with Tasmanian Land Conservancy

Climate Adaptation Award
City of Melbourne's Urban Landscape Adaptation
Program City of Melbourne, VIC

Education Award - Raising the Bar
The Vortex Centre - Water Wonders in a
Building That Teaches - Gippsland Water, VIC

The Carnegie Wave Energy Project, WA

The Richard Pratt – Banksia CEO Award
Damien Walsh, Managing Director
bankmecu, VIC

Waste Minimisation Award
Dunlop Flooring - Waste minimization Dunlop
Flooring, VIC

Banksia Gold Award
Yellow Crazy Ant Management ProjectDhimurru Aboriginal Corporation, NT

Sustainable Water Management
The Barwon Water Biosolids Management
Plenary Group, VIC

Land and Biodiversity - Preserving Our
Ecosystems Award
Gondwana Link: 1000kms of goodwill and
good work Gondwana Link Ltd, WA

Indigenous - Caring for Country
West Arnhem Land Fire Abatement
Partnership: a 140% success - Warddeken
Land Management for WALFA Partners, NT
Land and Biodiversity - Preserving Our
Ecosystems
Fox-Free Phillip Island Victoria, Australia Phillip Island Nature Parks, VIC

2009

Large Business Sustainability Leadership Award
Australia Post, VIC
Mindful Movement Award
UNSW Solar Racing Team Sunswift, NSW
Natural Capital Award
Macquarie Island Pest Eradication Project by
Tasmania Parks and Wildlife Services, TAS
Small to Medium Business Sustainability
Leadership Award
Kalleske Wines, SA

Product Sustainability – through design,
manufacture and use
Fostering a climate of collaboration to
transform road maintenance problems into
an environmentally, financially and socially
sustainable solution EarthCo Projects
Pty Ltd, VIC

Smart Technology Award
Sustainable Flood Management Strategy by City
of Gold Coast, QLD

Small to Medium Business
Sustainability Leadership
Psaros-Leading By Doing Psaros, WA

Sustainability in Design, Build: Buildings,
Landscapes and Infrastructure Award
Barangaroo Reserve by Lendlease, NSW

Banksia Gold Award
ACT Solar Auction ACT Environment and
Planning Directorate, ACT

Sustainability in Design, Build: Products Award
Fieldtech Solutions, VIC

Banksia International Award
Sean Willmore, Founder of The Thin Green
Line Foundation

Sustainable Communities Award
Grown and Gathered, VIC
Sustainable Water Management Award
Managing the Swan River during the
development of Elizabeth Quay by Leighton
Broad, WA
The Environment Minister’s Award for a
Cleaner Environment
Allen Riseley, VIC
Emirates One&Only Wolgan Valley, NSW
The Richard Pratt-Banksia CEO Award
Mark Ryan, Tassal, TAS
Banksia Gold Award
Kalleske Wines, SA
Banksia International Award
Paul Polman, CEO of Unilever
-

2014
Local Government Sustainability
ACT Solar Auction ACT Environment and
Planning Directorate, ACT
Large Business Sustainability Leadership
The GPT Group, NSW
Innovation in Social Infrastructure >
$100 Million
Making it exemplar- the North West Rail Link
Transport for NSW
Leadership in Citizenship and Communities
Garage Sale Trail Garage Sale Trail Foundation,
NSW
Innovator of the Year		
Better Buildings Partnership Better Buildings
Partnership, NSW
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-

2013
Innovation Award
Yun Liu The Australian National University, ACT
Leading in Sustainability - Setting the Standard
for Large Organisations Award Leading in
Essentials for a Better Life -Kimberly-Clark
Australia and New Zealand, NSW
Leading in Sustainability - Setting the Standard
for Small to Medium Businesses Award
Australian Ethical: Australia's Only Ethical
Superannuation And Investment Fund Australian
Ethical, NSW
Built Environment
Harmonious Manmade Landscapes Award-Global
GreenTag Product Certification System Global
GreenTag Pty Ltd, QLD

Business and Not-for-Profits In Collaboration Award'Magic Wand' Oiled Penguin Recovery Technology
Phillip Island Nature Parks VIC

Education - Raising the Bar Award
Rio Tinto Naturescape Kings Park Botanic
Gardens and Parks Authority, WA
The Richard Pratt – Banksia CEO Award Australia's leading change agent
Ravi Naidu, leadership for a cleaner planet
Cooperative Research Centre for Contamination
Assessment and Remediation of the
Environment, SA
Banksia Gold Award
Torres Strait Regional Authority (TSRA), QLD
Banksia International Award
Jochen Zeitz
-

2012
Education Award
Raising the Bar
Target 100 - Meat & Livestock Australia, NSW
Leading in Sustainability
Setting the Standard for Small to Medium
Businesses Ecoburbia - Ecoburbia, WA
Leading in Sustainability
Setting the Standard for Large Organisations
Here for the Long Haul, Qantas, NSW
Water
Our Most Precious Resource
Dewfish Demonstration Reach - The Fish are
Back! - Condamine Alliance, QLD
Agriculture and Food
From Paddock to Plate Sustainably
OzHarvest - OzHarvest Ltd, NSW

Indigenous Award
Caring for Country Award-Torres Strait Regional
Authority (TSRA) Torres Strait Regional Authority
(TSRA), QLD

Clean Technology
Harnessing Opportunities
SF6 Recycling Plant - ABB Australia
Pty Limited, NSW

Local Government Sustainability Award
Sustainability at Sunshine Coast: It's who we are,
it's what we do Sunshine Coast Council, QLD

Indigenous Award - Caring for Country
I-Tracker Initiative: Best Practice Tools and
Partnerships for Indigenous Land and Sea
Management - North Australian Indigenous Land
and Sea Management Alliance Ltd, NT
Built Environment - Harmonious Manmade
Landscapes

The Richard Pratt – Banksia CEO Award
Ravi Naidu, leadership for a cleaner planet
Cooperative Research Centre for Contamination
Assessment and Remediation of the
Environment, SA
Energy Efficiency and Carbon
Management Award
Climate Wizard Seeley International, SA
The GPT Group Community Grant
Wadawurrung Dya Baap Ngobeeyt Cultural
Heritage Mapping & Management Project
Wathaurung Aboriginal Corporation, VIC

Darling Quarter and Commonwealth Bank Place
- Lend Lease and Commonwealth Bank, NSW
Land and Biodiversity - Preserving Our
Ecosystems
The I-Tracker Initiative: New tools and
Knowledge for Better Conservation - North
Australian Indigenous Land and Sea Management
Alliance Ltd., NT

-

2011

Water - Our Most Precious Resource
Gippsland Water Factory - A New Way to
Care for Water - Gippsland Water, VIC
Agriculture and Food - From Paddock to Plate
Sustainably Gaia Banana Farming: For Healthy
Soils, Wetlands and Great Barrier Reef - Gaia
Farms, QLD

Transportation, Warehousing & Logistics
Flexicar - Flexicar, VIC
Banksia People’s Choice Award
Kids Teaching Kids - Firestarter Pty Ltd, VIC

-

Education
The Green Steps Program - Monash University
Sustainability Institute, VIC
Water
A Voice for Water - South East Queensland
Healthy Waterways Partnership, QLD
Land and Biodiversity
ACT Land Keepers - Greening Australia Capital
Region, ACT

Built Environment - Harmonious Manmade
Landscapes Hepburn Community Wind Farm
- Hepburn Wind, VIC

Indigenous - ‘Caring for Country’
Kimberley Toad Busters’ Cane Toad Education
Campaign - Kimberley Toad Busters, WA

Leading in Sustainability - Setting
the Standard for Large Organisations
Sustainability is Good for Business Fujitsu, VIC

Built Environment
Melbourne Convention & Exhibition Centre Melbourne Convention & Exhibition Centre,
VIC

Leading in Sustainability - Setting the
Standard for Small Organisations Greening
The Wharf - Sydney Theatre Company, NSW

Eco Innovation
None awarded in 2009

Clean Technology - Harnessing Opportunities
BlueGen - Clean Power For Your Home Ceramic Fuel Cells Ltd., VIC
Transportation - Mindful Movement
Making Electric Cars Make Sense - Better
Place Australia, VIC
Banksia People’s Choice Award
Don’t Palm Us Off - Zoos Victoria
Banksia Gold Award
Gippsland Water Factory – A New Way to
Care for Water – Gippsland Water, VIC
-

2010
Education
Switch Your Thinking! Program -South East
Regional Energy Group, WA
Water
Bringing Back the Fish - Industry and
Investment NSW
Land and Biodiversity
Coorong, Lower Lakes and Murray Mouth
- a Government / Community Partnership
to ensure a Future for the Lower Murray
- Department of Environment & Natural
Resources South Australia, SA
Indigenous - ‘Caring for Country’
Dhimurru Aboriginal Corporation - Dhimurru
Aboriginal Corporation, NT
Built Environment
Grocon Pixel Building - Grocon, VIC
Clean Technology
Mini-Hydro Project - Melbourne Water

Large Business Sustainability
The GPT Group - The GPT Group, NSW
Small and Medium Enterprises Business
Sustainability Ferguson Plarre Bakehouses Ferguson Plarre Bakehouses P/L, VIC
Agriculture and Food
Giving Vegemite a Sustainable Future KRAFT Foods, VIC
Environmental Services
Sustainable Events Platform - Sustainable
Living Foundation, VIC
Banksia People’s Choice Award
Food Connect - Food Connect, QLD
Banksia Gold Award
Ferguson Plarre Bakehouse, VIC
-

2008
Built Environment
Trevor Pearcy House - Australian Ethical
Investment Ltd., ACT
Climate
Addressing Climate Change - Investa
Property Group
Community
Kororoit Creek Waterway Rehabilitation Friends of Lower Kororoit Creek Inc., VIC
Eco Innovation
Dulux Powder Coatings & CSIRO “100% ecosustainable coatings technology” - Dulux
Powder Coatings, VIC (Partner - CSIRO
Division of Materials Science & Engineering)

Land and Biodiversity
BIGG - Biodiversity in Grain and Graze - Kiriganai Research Pty. Ltd. and University of
Tasmania, TAS (Partners - Meat & Livestock
Australia, Grains R & D Corporation,
Australian Wool Innovations, Land & Water
Australia and the 62 member organisations of
the Grain & Graze Program)
Local Government
Managing Drought in the City of Parks City of Melbourne, VIC
Business Sustainability Award
ETIKO Fair Trade - ESP P/L., VIC
Water
Vision for the Broken River Basin Goulburn Broken Catchment Management
Authority, VIC
Banksia People’s Choice Award
Rouse Hill Town Centre - The GPT Group,
NSW
Banksia Gold Award
WWF Australia – Earth Hour Australia
-

2007
Built Environment
National Lifestyle Villages National Lifestyle
Villages, WA
Climate Award
GridX MiniGrid Tri-Generation System at
Mirvac Vision Estate Glenfield Mirvac in
Partnership with GridX, NSW
Community
Kimberley Toad Busters Inc, WA
Eco Innovation
PaintbackTM - Dulux, Bunnings, Sustainability
Victoria and Chemsal in Partnership with
Bluescope Steel and Steel Can Recycling
Council, VIC
Education
GreenHome - Australian Conservation
Foundation, NSW
Indigenous
Carpentaria Ghost Nets Programme Northern Gulf Resource Management Group,
QLD
Land and Biodiversity
Diversity in a Piped System Project - Birchip
Cropping Group (BCG), VIC
Local Government
“Retrofitting Randwick” - Randwick City
Council, NSW
Sustainability
Westpac: Unlocking Value
Water
Revive Our Wetlands - Conservation
Volunteers Australia and BHP Billiton
Banksia People’s Choice Award
The Falls Festival
Banksia Gold Award
WESTPAC: UnlockingValue
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2006
Built Environment
Szencorp Takes Sustainable Buildings to the Next
Level at 40 Albert Road - Szencorp, VIC
Climate Award
National Green Power Accreditation Program Department of Energy Utilities and Sustainability,
NSW
Eco Innovation
The “ Waterless Wok” Stove, Sydney Water’s
“Every Drop Counts” Business Program Department of Energy Utilities and Sustainability,
NSW
Land and Biodiversity
Back From The Brink: Saving Victoria’s
Threatened Orchids - Department of
Sustainability and Environment, VIC
Sustainability
Visualising Our Environmental Footprint Australian Arrow Pty Ltd, VIC
Water
Carpentaria Ghost Nets Programme - Northern
Gulf Resource Management Group, QLD
Minerals
Sustainable Mining at Tiwest Cooljarloo Tiwest, WA
Community
The Tree Scheme, Community Based
Environmental Initiative - Trees For Life, SA
Education
Village Green’s Sustainable Business Management
Model - Village Green Environmental
Solutions, VIC
Local Government
Currie Sewage Treatment Wetlands - King Island
Council in Partnership with Syrinx Environmental
P/L, TAS
Media
Climate Change: Icons Under Threat - Melissa
Fyfe and Simon O’Dwyer in Partnership with
The Age Newspaper, VIC
Banksia Gold Award
Visualising our Environmental Footprint Australian Arrow Pty Ltd, VIC
-

2005
Environmental Leadership In the
Community Award
Men of the Trees WA (Inc), WA
Business Environmental Responsibility and
Leadership Award
Sustaining Excellence at Toyota Australia, VIC
Government Leading by Example for a
Sustainable Future
Fuelling the Future, Driving Sustainable Transport
Energy in Western Australia, WA
Environmental Leadership in the
Rural Sector Award
Sustainability through Open Inquiry at Random
Valley, WA
Sustainable Development Leadership in
the Minerals Industry Award
Bengalla Mining Company’s Culture of
Sustainability, NSW
Environmental Leadership in Protecting
the Bush, Land and Waterways Award Bush For
Life: Training and Supporting Volunteers to Care
for Bushland, SA
Leadership in Protecting Coastal and Marine
Environments Award
Living On The Edge, VIC
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Environmental Leadership in Infrastructure
and Services Award
SLIVER Cells, a Breakthrough in Solar Technology,
ANU and Origin Energy, ACT

Government Leading by Example for
a Sustainable Future
Solar in Schools, Sustainable Energy
Development Authority, NSW

Leadership in Sustainable Buildings Award
The Puzzle of Sustainable Commercial
Development: ‘National@Docklands’, VIC

Environmental Leadership in the Rural Sector
Plumbago Station, SA

Leadership in Financial Services and
Sustainability Award
Different Cars, Same Colour - mecu goGreen®
Car Loan, VIC

Sustainable Development Leadership in the
Minerals Industry
BHP Billiton, Transforming Policy into Sustainable
Outcomes, WA

Corporate Responsibility and Leadership
Stanwell Corporation Ltd, QLD
Government/ Non Profit: Leading by Example
Sustainable Energy Development Authority
(SEDA), NSW

Coastal and Marine Environments
CRC Reef Research Centre, QLD

Bush, Land and Waterways
National Parks and Wildlife, SA

Research and Development Award
Environmental Solutions International, WA

Environmental Leadership in Protecting Bush,
Land and Waterways
Control of the Yellow Crazy Ant on
Christmas Island - Parks Australia and
Monash University, VIC

Coastal and Marine
WWF Australia Dhimurru Land Management
Aboriginal Corporation Conservation Volunteers
Australia NT Department of Primary Industries
and Fisheries, NT

Environmental Leadership in
Media Communications Award
Marine National Parks and Marine Sanctuaries
Media Communications, VIC

Environmental Leadership in Protecting
Coastal and Marine Environments
The Marine and Coastal Community
Network, QLD

Buildings
The University Of Newcastle, NSW

Banksia Gold Award
Mecu GoGreen Car Loan, VIC

Environmental Leadership in Infrastructure
and Service
Douglas Shire Council, SA

2004
Environmental Leadership in the Community
Saving the Paroo River, NSW

Leadership in Sustainable Product Design
The Orbital Combustion Process 2-Stroke
Motorcycle Technology - Orbital Engine
Corporation Limited, WA

Business Environmental Responsibility and
Leadership
Visy Industries: “We Make It. We Take It”, VIC

Leadership in Sustainable Buildings
60L Green Building, Spowers Victoria, Green
Building Partnership, Lincolne Scott, VIC

Government Leading by Example for a
Sustainable Future
The Great Barrier Reef Representative Areas
Program: An Ecosystem Approach to Protecting
Biodiversity, QLD

Leadership in Socially Responsible Investment
VicSuper: Sustainability Investing for a
Sustainable Future, VIC

Environmental Leadership in the Rural
Community
Riverside Sanctuary, WA
Sustainable Development Leadership in the
Minerals Industry
Wesfarmers Premier Coal, Leading Sustainable
Mining Practices, WA
Environmental Leadership in Protecting Bush,
Land and Waterways Saving the Paroo
River, NSW
Environmental Leadership in Protecting
Coastal and Marine
Markwells Bait Tackles Killer Plastic Bags, QLD
Environmental Leadership in Infrastructure
and Service
Thiess, Karuah Bypass, NSW
Leadership in Sustainable Product Design
Charlie Carp Fertilizer, NSW

Environmental Leadership in Communications
‘Your Home?’ Institute for Sustainable Futures,
University of Technology, Sydney, The Australian
Greenhouse Office, NSW

2000
Communications
CSIRO Publishing, VIC
Community Groups
WildCare Incorporated, TAS
Corporate Environmental Leadership
Stanwell Corporation Ltd, QLD

Corporate Responsibility and Leadership
City West Water’s Path to Sustainability, VIC

Flora and Fauna Conservation Category
Olympic Co-ordination Authority, NSW

Government Leading By Example
Landcom Leading by Example, NSW

Innovation Award
Bill Hicks, NSW

Bush, Land and Waterways
Greening Australia, Bidgee Banks, NSW

Land, Bush and Waterways
Goulburn Murray Water, VIC

Coastal and Marine
Phillip Island, Victoria, Protecting Little Penguins
on the Summerland Peninsula, VIC

Local Agenda 21 Achievement Award
Brighton Council, TAS

Manufactured Products
Visy Closed Loop and Qantas, VIC

Business Environmental Responsibility
and Leadership
VicSuper Contributing to a Sustainable
Future, VIC

-

Environmental Business Practice
Riverland Oil Seed Processors, VIC

Environmental Leadership in Communications
Watch Every Drop, Drought Marketing Campaign,
Gold Coast Water, QLD

Environmental Leadership in the Community
Birds Australia Gluepot Reserve, SA

Communications
Sustainable Energy Enterprise Developments P/L:
SunRace, VIC

Environmental Leadership in the Community
Central Hopkins Land Protection Association, VIC

Infrastructure and Services
The Alcoa Portland SPL Treatment Process, VIC

2003

Socially Responsible Investment
Westpac Investment Management/Monash
University, VIC

Education and Training Category
Water Corporation of West Australia, WA

Leadership in Socially Responsible Investment
Investa Property Group, VIC

-

Manufactured Products
AQ Australia, SA

2002

Leadership in Sustainable Buildings
Darebin City Council, VIC

Banksia Gold Award
Visy Industries: “We Make It. We Take It”

Infrastructure and Services
Olympic Coordination Authority, NSW

-

Buildings
City of Melville, Piney Lakes Environmental
Education Centre, WA

Socially Responsible Investment
Australian Ethical Investment, VIC
Communications
Parks Victoria, Healthy Parks Healthy People, VIC
-

2001
Outstanding Individual Achievement
Ian Lawrence
Community Group Achievement
Useless Loop Community Biosphere Project
Group for ‘The Heirisson Prong Project’, WA

Construction Practices
Abigroup Contractors Pty Ltd, NSW

Small Business Responsibility and Leadership
Abbotsleigh Citrus Pty Ltd, QLD

Environmental Leadership Education and
Training Award
The Natural Advantage of Nations, Book and
Training Initiatives, SA

-

Resource Conservation and Waste Minimisation
Couran Cove Resort, South Stradbroke
Island, QLD

Research and Development
Baleen Filters Pty Ltd, SA
Resource Conservation and Waste Minimisation
The Australian Grand Prix Corporation, VIC
-

1999
Community
The Superb Parrot Project, VIC
Education/Training
Helen Tyas Tunggal, NSW
Environmental Business Practice
Pacific Power, VIC
Communication
Ian Henschke, ABCTV ‘Landline’
Flora and Fauna Conservation
Victorian Peregrine Project, VIC
Land and Waterways Management
Andrew McLennan, VIC
Innovation
Coca-Cola Amatil (Aust) Pty Ltd, NSW
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Banksia Sustainability
Awards Judges
The Banksia Judging and Audit Process is heavily underpinned by
the dedicated individuals that give up their time and expertise in order
to review each entry. These individuals have been selected for their
expertise and their commitment to Banksia’s mission of identifying
and celebrating Australian leadership.
The Banksia Foundation would like to thank our judges - over 50 of them based right around Australia. These judges are independent to the Banksia
Board and Staff. It is of the utmost importance for the Foundation to maintain
the independence of the judging process and this is fundamental to the
integrity of the Banksia Awards. The judges are all specialists in their field
and the judging panels are constructed so that each judge is assigned to a
category, which matches their expertise. All potential conflicts of interest
are declared from the outset and these judges do not take part in that
particular entry’s assessment.
Banksia would like to acknowledge our Head of the Audit and Risk Committee,
Jo Cain. Her commitment and support along with the other Audit and Risk
Committee members is invaluable and ensures that we maintain a viable,
efficient and reputable judging process.

THIS BOOK IS DESIGNED BY
On behalf of the Banksia Foundation we would like to thank
the following individuals who have provided their time and
expertise in judging the 2020 Banksia Awards:

Aaron Organ
Angela Crossland
Barbara Nebel
Bram Mason
Cameron Jones
Carolyn Ingvarson
Charles Rendigs
Cheryl Taylor
Chris Bourke
Danielle King
Dominique Hes
Emma Treadgold
Fran Madigan
Gail Dawson
Hayley Purbrick
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Iain Smale
Ian Culbard
Izabella Kobylanski
Jeffrey Robinson
Julie Boulton
Mark Thomson
Mark Watson
Melissa Schulz
Meredith Banks
Monica Richter
Nadya Krienke Becker
Nicola Schroder
Olivia Tyler
Pipilippa Marks
Priya Pathmanathan

Rebecca Cain
Rosemary Bissett
Ruby Finlen
Rupert Posner
Russell Seaman
Scott Losee
Sheree Marris
Shona Cameron
Simon Boughey
Stacey Daniel
Stephanie Camarena
Stephanie Rich
Sue King
Tim Langdon
Tom Davies

Vania Japri
Vania Japri is a graphic designer that
creates visual concepts to final outcome.
She specializes in: Branding, Photography,
2D motion design, Website / User Interface,
Illustration, Packaging and Editorial layout.

For all enquiries please contact:

Graz van Egmond
CEO, Banksia Foundation

T: +61 419 101 248
E: graz@banksiafdn.com

www.banksiafdn.com

